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Eindhoven University of Technology and CWI
We consider a fluid queue fed by multiple On–Off flows with
heavy-tailed (regularly varying) On periods. Under fairly mild as-
sumptions, we prove that the workload distribution is asymptotically
equivalent to that in a reduced system. The reduced system consists
of a “dominant” subset of the flows, with the original service rate
subtracted by the mean rate of the other flows. We describe how a
dominant set may be determined from a simple knapsack formulation.
The dominant set consists of a “minimally critical” set of On–
Off flows with regularly varying On periods. In case the dominant
set contains just a single On–Off flow, the exact asymptotics for the
reduced system follow from known results. For the case of several
On–Off flows, we exploit a powerful intuitive argument to obtain the
exact asymptotics. Combined with the reduced-load equivalence, the
results for the reduced system provide a characterization of the tail
of the workload distribution for a wide range of traffic scenarios.
1. Introduction. Over the past few decades, fluid models have gained
strong ground as a versatile approach for analyzing burst-scale traffic be-
havior. The basic model is that of several On–Off sources, each alternating
between activity phases (commonly referred to as bursts) and silence peri-
ods. When active, each source generates traffic at some constant rate.
Classical papers of Anick, Mitra and Sondhi [2] and Kosten [24] con-
sidered a queue fed by the superposition of several homogeneous On–Off
sources with exponentially distributed activity and silence periods. Subse-
quent work extended the model in various directions, such as heterogeneous
source characteristics, several source states to account for various activity
levels, or activity periods with a general Markovian structure; see, for in-
stance, [25, 38]. Under traditional statistical assumptions, it turns out that
the tail of the backlog distribution typically exhibits exponential decay.
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In recent years, empirical findings have triggered a strong interest in fluid
models with non-Markovian activity periods. Extensive measurements in-
dicate that bursty traffic behavior may extend over a wide range of time
scales, manifesting itself in long-range dependence and self-similarity; see
[26, 33]. The occurrence of these phenomena is commonly attributed to ex-
treme variability and heavy-tailed characteristics in the underlying activity
patterns (connection times, file sizes, scene lengths); see [5, 13, 39]. Fluid
queues with heavy-tailed activity periods provide a natural paradigm for
capturing these characteristics. We refer to [10] for a survey.
Although the presence of heavy-tailed traffic characteristics is widely ac-
knowledged, the practical implications for network performance and traffic
engineering remain to be fully resolved. Analytical studies show potentially
dramatic performance repercussions for infinite buffers. For moderate buffer
sizes, though, the impact of heavy-tailed traffic characteristics is not as pro-
nounced; see [18, 20, 30, 37]. For larger buffer sizes, flow control mechanisms
play a critical role in preventing badly behaved traffic from overwhelming
the buffer content; see [3]. However, the amount of backlogged traffic at the
user, and thus the end-to-end quality-of-service, may still be significantly
affected by heavy-tailed activity patterns.
The effect of heavy-tailed traffic characteristics on buffer behavior also
crucially depends on the relative amount of heavy-tailed traffic, in particu-
lar whether or not activity of heavy-tailed flows alone can cause the buffer
to fill. Asymptotic bounds in [15] indeed show a sharp dichotomy in the
qualitative behavior of the workload, depending on whether the mean rate
of the light-tailed flows plus the peak rate of the heavy-tailed flows exceeds
the link rate or not. In case the link rate is larger, the workload distribution
has light-tailed characteristics, whereas the link rate being smaller results
in heavy-tailed characteristics. The exact asymptotics for the former case
were recently obtained in [7]. For the latter case, the bounds of [15] indicate
that one can usually identify a “dominant” set, which is a minimal set of
flows that can cause a positive drift in the buffer. As far as bounds are con-
cerned, all other flows can essentially be accounted for by subtracting their
aggregate mean rate from the link rate. Somewhat related notions are de-
veloped in [27] in the setting of M/G/∞ input with heterogeneous sessions.
Exact results, however, have remained elusive for all but a few special cases.
Results of Agrawal, Makowski and Nain [1] show that the dominance prin-
ciple described above in fact extends to the exact asymptotics in the case
of a single dominant flow. This may be expressed in terms of a “reduced-
load equivalence,” implying that the workload is asymptotically equivalent
to that in a reduced system. The reduced system consists only of the dom-
inant flow, with the link rate subtracted by the aggregate mean rate of all
other flows. This extends results of Boxma [9], Jelenkovic´ and Lazar [22] and
Rolski, Schlegel and Schmidt [36] for multiplexing a single (intermediately)
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regularly varying flow with several exponential flows. Related results are
derived in [22, 35] in the context of M/G/∞ input. Like the reduced-load
equivalence, however, all these results rely on the assumption that a single
active flow is sufficient for a positive drift in the buffer.
In the present paper we determine the exact asymptotics for the case
where several On–Off flows must be active for the buffer to fill (under the
assumption that the distribution of the On periods is regularly varying [6]).
From a practical perspective, this case appears particularly relevant, as the
peak rate of a single flow is usually substantially smaller than the link rate.
However, the rather subtle interaction of several flows that is involved in
filling the buffer drastically complicates the analysis, reflecting the sharp
demarcation in known results described above. We start with extending the
reduced-load equivalence to the case of a reduced system consisting of several
flows, using sample-path arguments. We then build on a qualitative under-
standing of the large-deviations behavior to obtain the exact asymptotics
for the reduced system. This part of the analysis is related to recent work
of Resnick and Samorodnitsky [35] on fluid queues with M/G/∞ input.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
present a detailed model description. In Section 3, we give a broad overview
of the main results of the paper, and describe how the dominant set may
be determined from a simple knapsack formulation. Section 4 gives some
preliminary results. The reduced-load equivalence result is established in
Section 5. Section 6 develops the detailed probabilistic arguments involved
in deriving the tail asymptotics for the reduced system. In Section 7, we dis-
cuss the relationship between the asymptotic regime considered here (“large
buffers”) and a “many-sources” regime.
2. Model description. We first present a detailed model description.
We consider a queue with unit capacity (i.e., working at unit speed) fed
by several flows indexed by the set I . For any subset E ⊆ I , denote by
AE(s, t) :=
∑
i∈E Ai(s, t) the aggregate amount of traffic generated by the
flows i ∈ E during the time interval (s, t]. Denote by ρE :=
∑
i∈E ρi the ag-
gregate traffic intensity of the flows i ∈ E (as will be specified in detail
below). We assume ρ := ρI < 1 for stability.
For any c≥ 0, E ⊆ I , define V cE(t) := sup0≤s≤t{AE(s, t)− c(t− s)} as the
workload at time t in a queue of capacity c fed by the flows i ∈E [assuming
V cE(0) = 0]. For c > ρE , let V
c
E be a random variable with the limiting distri-
bution of V cE(t) for t→∞. In particular, V (t) := V
1
I (t) is the total workload,
and V :=V1I is a random variable with the limiting distribution of V (t) for
t→∞.
We assume the flows may be partitioned into two sets: I1 is the set of
“light-tailed” flows; I2 is the set of “heavy-tailed” flows. For the flows i ∈ I1
we make the following assumption.
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Assumption 2.1. For any c > ρI1 , µ> 0,
lim
x→∞
xµ{VcI1 > x}= 0.
The above assumption is quite weak; see, for instance, [17] for a very general
class of arrival processes satisfying a large-deviations principle (with linear
scaling function). However, (superpositions of) On–Off flows of which the
activity period has a Weibull distribution satisfy Assumption 2.1 too, as can
easily be shown using the bounds in [15] or Section 4.1 of the present paper.
Instantaneous renewal input of which the tail of the jump sizes (bursts) is
lighter than any power tail is covered by Assumption 2.1 as well.
We assume the flows in I2 generate traffic according to independent On–
Off processes, each alternating between On and Off periods. The Off periods
of flow i are generally distributed with mean 1/λi. The On periodsAi have a
heavy-tailed distribution Ai(·) with mean αi <∞. While On, flow i produces
traffic at constant rate ri, so the mean burst size is αiri. The fraction of time
that flow i is On is
pi =
αi
1/λi +αi
=
λiαi
1 + λiαi
.
Thus the traffic intensity of flow i is
ρi := piri =
λiαiri
1 + λiαi
.
Before stating an important preliminary result, we first introduce some use-
ful notation. For any two real functions f(·) and g(·), we use the nota-
tional convention f(x)∼ g(x) to denote limx→∞ f(x)/g(x) = 1. Also, we use
f(x). g(x) to denote lim supx→∞ f(x)/g(x)≤ 1. Similarly, f(x)& g(x) de-
notes lim infx→∞ f(x)/g(x)≥ 1. With X
d
= Y we denote that X and Y have
the same distribution.
For any positive stochastic variable X with distribution function F (·),
E{X}<∞, denote by F r(·) the distribution function of the residual lifetime
of X, that is,
F r(x) :=
1
E{X}
∫ x
0
P(1−F (y))dy,
and denote by Xr a stochastic variable with that distribution.
The classes of long-tailed, subexponential, regularly varying and interme-
diately regularly varying distributions are denoted with the symbols L, S , R
and IR, respectively (note that R⊂ IR ⊂ S ⊂ L). Background on heavy-
tailed distributions may be found in [16].
For each flow i ∈ I2, we assume that the On period distribution is regu-
larly varying of index −νi, that is, Ai(·) ∈ R−νi for some νi > 1. The next
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result, which is due to [22], then yields the tail behavior of the workload
distribution.
Theorem 2.1. If Ari (·) ∈ S, ρi < c < ri, then
P{Vci > x} ∼ (1− pi)
ρi
c− ρi
P
{
A
r
i >
x
ri − c
}
.
3. Overview of the results. We now give a broad overview of the main
results of the paper. As mentioned in the Introduction, asymptotic bounds
in [15] show a sharp dichotomy in the qualitative behavior of P{V > x},
depending on the value of ρI1 + rI2 (i.e., the mean rate of the light-tailed
flows plus the peak rate of the heavy-tailed flows) relative to the service rate.
In case ρI1 + rI2 < 1, the workload has light-tailed characteristics, whereas
ρI1 + rI2 > 1 implies heavy-tailed characteristics. In the present paper we
determine the exact asymptotics of P{V> x} in the latter case. For the case
ρI1 + rI2 < 1 (where both the light-tailed and heavy-tailed input determine
the workload asymptotics) we refer to [7].
3.1. Intuitive arguments. Before formulating our main theorems, we first
provide a heuristic derivation of the tail behavior of P{V> x}.
Large-deviations theory suggests that, given that a “rare event” occurs,
with overwhelming probability “it happens in the most likely way.” In the
asymptotic regime considered here (“large buffers”), the most likely way
usually consists of a linear build-up of the workload, due to temporary in-
stability of the system. In case of heavy-tailed distributions, the temporary
instability typically arises from a “minimal set” of potential causes. The
minimal set corresponds to the minimal number of causes when these are
homogeneous in nature. In general, however, when the potential causes have
heterogeneous characteristics, not only the number of them matters, but also
their relative likelihood, and their relative contribution to the occurrence of
the rare event under consideration.
Translated to our situation, temporary instability is most likely caused by
a “minimal set” of flows generating an extreme amount of traffic, while all
other flows show roughly average behavior. These considerations give rise to
the following characterization of the tail behavior of P{V> x}:
P{V> x} ∼ P{VcS∗S∗ > x},
with S∗ representing the “minimal set,” and cS∗ := 1− ρI\S∗ representing
the service rate subtracted by the aggregate traffic intensity of all other
flows.
We now introduce some helpful notions in order to formalize the above
intuitive arguments. For any subset S ⊆ I2, define cS := 1 − ρI\S as the
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service rate subtracted by the aggregate traffic intensity of all other flows
j ∈ I \S. Observe that the stability condition implies ρS < cS for any S ⊆ I2.
For any subset S ⊆ I2, denote by rS :=
∑
j∈S rj the aggregate peak rate
of the flows j ∈ S. Define dS := rS − cS = rS + ρI\S − 1 as the net input rate
(i.e., the drift) when all flows in S are On and all other flows show average
behavior.
A set S ⊆ I2 is called (strictly) critical if dS ≥ (>) 0, that is, if
rS + ρI\S ≥ (>) 1.
Thus, when all flows in a (strictly) critical set are On, the workload has a
(strictly) positive drift. A critical set S is termed minimally critical if no
proper subset of S is critical, that is, dS <minj∈S{rj − ρj}.
For any subset S ⊆ I2, denote µS :=
∑
j∈S(νj − 1). A strictly critical
set S ⊆ I2 is said to be (weakly) dominant if µS < (≤) µU for any other
critical set U ⊆ I2. Observe that for a set S ⊆ I2 to be dominant, it must
be minimally critical (because otherwise the defining property would be
violated for any critical subset U ⊂ S).
The quantity µS may be interpreted as a measure for the “cost” associated
with a temporary drift dS : the probability of all flows in S being On for a
time of the order x in steady state is roughly equal to x−µS . Thus, a set S is
(weakly) dominant if the flows in S being On causes the drift to be positive
in the cheapest possible way.
In case of light-tailed distributions, the cost minimization is usually not so
simple; one then also needs to consider how long a certain positive drift must
be maintained in order for a given workload level x to be reached. This issue
does not arise in case of regularly varying On periods, since P{Ari > ax} is
of the same order of magnitude (up to a constant) as P{Ari > x} for any
constant a > 1. This implies that the value of the temporary drift is not
relevant as long as it is positive.
Note that these heuristic arguments clearly do not hold for other subex-
ponential distributions, such as the lognormal and Weibull distribution. In
this case, one has P{Ari > ax}= o(P{A
r
i > x}), if a > 1.
3.2. Tail behavior of the workload distribution. We now state our main
theorem.
Theorem 3.1 (Reduced-load equivalence). Suppose the set of flows S∗ ⊆
I2 is dominant. If Aj(·) ∈R for all j ∈ I2, then
P{V>x} ∼ P{VcS∗S∗ > x},(3.1)
with
P{VcS∗S∗ > x} ∼
( ∏
j∈S∗
pj
) ∑
J0⊆S∗
PJ0(x),(3.2)
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where PJ0(x) is given by (with J1 = S
∗ \ J0, and dS∗ = rS∗ − cS∗ as defined
earlier)
PJ0(x) =
1∏
i∈J1 E{Ai}
×
∫
yi∈(0,∞),i∈J1
∏
i∈J1
P
{
dS∗Ai >
∑
j∈J1
yj(rj − ρj)− dS∗yi + x
}
(3.3)
×
∏
i∈J0
P
{
dS∗A
r
i >
∑
j∈J1
yj(rj − ρj) + x
} ∏
i∈J1
dyi.
In particular, P{V > x} and PJ0(x) are regularly varying of index −µS∗ =
−
∑
j∈S∗(νj − 1).
The proof of the above theorem may be found in Section 5.1 [(3.1)] and
Section 6 [(3.2) and (3.3) and the regular variation property].
Note that in case the reduced system consists of just a single flow, that
is, S∗ = {i∗}, the tail asymptotics follow directly from Theorem 2.1. This
is in fact the reduced-load equivalence established in [1] (under somewhat
weaker distributional assumptions). Note that in this case the right-hand
side of (3.2) takes the form pi∗ [P∅(x) + Pi∗(x)], with
Pi∗(x) = P
{
A
r
i∗ >
x
ri∗ − ci∗
}
,
and (after a straightforward calculation)
P∅(x) =
ri∗ − ci∗
ci∗ − ρi∗
P
{
A
r
i∗ >
x
ri∗ − ci∗
}
,
so that
pi∗ [P∅(x) +Pi∗(x)] = (1− pi∗)
ρi∗
ci∗ − ρi∗
P
{
A
r
i∗ >
x
ri∗ − ci∗
}
,
which is consistent with Theorem 2.1.
In case the reduced system consists of several flows, the tail asymptotics
cannot be obtained from known results. In fact, the analysis of the reduced
system then poses a major challenge because of the rather subtle mechanics
involved in reaching a large workload level. By definition, though, the re-
duced system has the special feature that all flows must be On for the drift
in the workload to be positive, that is, rS∗ −minj∈S∗{rj − ρj}< cS∗ < rS∗ .
In Section 6 we determine the exact asymptotics for systems satisfying this
property, yielding the integral expression given in Theorem 3.1.
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3.3. Knapsack formulation for determining a dominant set. We now de-
scribe how a dominant set may be determined from a simple knapsack for-
mulation. Recall that the On period distributions of the flows i ∈ I2 are
regularly varying of index −νi.
For a strictly critical set S ⊆ I2 to be dominant, it must necessarily solve
the optimization problem
min
S⊆I2
∑
j∈S
(νj − 1)
sub
∑
j∈S
rj +
∑
j∈I2\S
ρj > 1− ρI1 .
Note that the constraint is equivalent to dS > 0. If we define θi := ri − ρi
for all i ∈ I2, then the above problem may be expressed in the standard
knapsack form as
max
U⊆I2
∑
j∈U
(νj − 1)
sub
∑
j∈U
θj ≤ ρI1 + rI2 − 1− ε,
with U = I2 \S and ε some small positive number. The above problem may
not always have a unique solution. In case it does, the corresponding set S
is dominant, except for the case when some set T exists which is critical but
not strictly critical (i.e., rT + ρI\T = 1), with µT ≤ µS (see the definition
of a dominant set). Although intriguing, this “critical case” is not further
considered in the present paper. In this case, the temporary drift may be
zero for a long period of time during the path to overflow.
In case the knapsack problem has several solutions, the corresponding sets
are weakly dominant (except for the critical case again). The next theorem
extends the reduced-load equivalence to the case of weakly dominant sets.
Theorem 3.2 (Generalized reduced-load equivalence; weakly dominant
sets). Let Υ⊆ 2I2 be the collection of all weakly dominant sets. If Aj(·) ∈R
for all j ∈ S, S ∈Υ, then
P{V> x} ∼
∑
S∈Υ
P{VcSS >x},(3.4)
with P{VcSS > x} as in (3.2), (3.3).
3.4. Homogeneous On–Off flows. We briefly consider the case of homo-
geneous On–Off flows as an important special case with weakly dominant
sets. Assume that the flows i ∈ I2 have identical characteristics. With some
minor abuse of notation, let A(·) := Ai(·), ν := νi, ρ := ρi, r := ri, pi ≡ p.
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Define N∗ := argmin{N :Nr + (|I2| − N)ρ > 1 − ρI1}. (Observe that the
assumption ρI1 + rI2 > 1 ensures N
∗ ≤ |I2|.) To exclude the critical case,
assume that (N∗−1)r+(|I2|−N
∗+1)ρ < 1−ρI1 , so that the drift remains
negative (and cannot be zero) when only N∗ − 1 flows are On.
Corollary 3.1. If A(·) ∈R, then
P{V>x} ∼
(
|I2|
N∗
)
P{V¯> x},
with
P{V¯> x} ∼ pN
∗
N∗∑
n=0
(
N∗
n
)
P{1,...,n}(x),
where P{1,...,n}(x) is given by (3.3). In particular, P{V> x} and P{1,...,n}(x)
are regularly varying of index −N∗(ν − 1).
3.5. K heterogeneous classes. We finally consider the important special
case where each On–Off flow in I2 belongs to one of K heterogeneous classes.
We will show how an approximate solution to the knapsack problem may
be obtained using a simple index rule. The approximation is in fact asymp-
totically exact in the many-sources regime.
Specifically, consider the superposition of n On–Off flows, each belonging
to one of K heterogeneous classes. Let ak be the fraction of flows of class k ∈
{1, . . . ,K}, with peak rate rk, mean rate ρk, and an On period distribution
which is regularly varying of index −νk. Let the service rate be n (instead
of 1), and let V(n) be the stationary workload. The knapsack problem then
takes the form
min
nk∈{0,...,nak}
K∑
k=1
nk(νk − 1)
sub
K∑
k=1
nkrk +
K∑
k=1
(nak − nk)ρk > n.
Unfortunately, the above problem cannot be easily solved due to the inte-
grality constraints. Intuitively, however, one may expect that as n grows
large, the integrality constraints should have a negligible effect, so that a
continuous relaxation with nk ∈ [0, nak] should give a good approximate
solution.
This relaxation may be solved using a simple index rule. Index theK classes
in nondecreasing order of the ratios
γk := (νk − 1)/(rk − ρk).
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For any k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, define σk :=
∑k−1
m=1 amrm +
∑K
m=k amρm. Determine
the (unique) index l such that 1 ∈ (σl−1, σl]. Then take n
∗
k = nak for all
classes k < l, n∗k = 0 for all classes k > l, and n
∗
l = n(1− σl−1)/(rl − ρl).
This yields the (crude) approximation
P{V(n) > x} ≈ x−nµ,(3.5)
with µ :=
∑l−1
k=1 ak(νk − 1) + (1 − σl−1)γl. In Section 7 we prove that the
above approximation is logarithmically exact in the many-sources regime.
In particular, one may show that the limits for x→∞ and n→∞ commute
if one considers logarithmic asymptotics.
Theorem 3.3 (Robustness of logarithmic asymptotics).
lim
n→∞
lim
x→∞
1
n
logP{V(n) > nx}
logx
= lim
x→∞
lim
n→∞
1
n
logP{V(n) > nx}
logx
.
The proof of the above theorem may be found in Section 7. Although log-
arithmically exact, the approximation (3.5) may not be appropriate from a
practical perspective. In particular, it is shown in Section 7 that an ana-
logue of Theorem 3.3 cannot hold if one considers exact asymptotics. This
“negative” result is reminiscent of a phenomenon occurring in heavy-traffic
theory where two limiting regimes lead either to stable Le´vy motion or to
fractional Brownian motion; see, for example, [31] and references therein.
4. Preliminary results. In this section we collect some preliminary re-
sults which will be used in later sections.
4.1. Bounds. We first derive some simple bounds for the workload dis-
tribution P{VcS > x} for subsets S ⊆ I2.
For any subset S ⊆ I2, c < rS , define
P cS(x) :=
∏
j∈S
pjP
{
A
r
j >
x
rS − c
}
.
The next lemma gives a lower bound for P{VcS > x} which may also be
found in [12].
Lemma 4.1. Let S ⊆ I2. For c < rS ,
P{VcS > x} ≥ P
c
S(x).
Proof. Consider the event that at some arbitrary time t all flows j ∈
S have been On since time t − xrS−c or longer. This event occurs with
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probability P cs (x), and implies that the workload at time t is larger than
rSx
rS−c
− cxrS−c = x. 
For any subset S ⊆ I2, c < rS , define
KcS :=
∏
j∈S
rj − ρj
rj − ρj + c− rS
.
The next lemma establishes an asymptotic upper bound for P{VcS > x} for
the case where S is a minimally critical set with respect to the capacity c.
Lemma 4.2. Let S ⊆ I2. If c ∈ (rS−minj∈S{rj −ρj}, rS), and A
r
j(·) ∈ S
for all j ∈ S, then
P{VcS > x}.K
c
SP
c
S(x).
Proof. For any i ∈ S, denote di := c − rS + ri. Observe that di > ρi
since c > rS − (ri − ρi). We apply the usual technique to obtain an upper
bound: split the capacity. Formally, we have the sample-path upper bound
V cS (t)≤ V
di
i (t) + V
rS\{i}
S\{i} (t) = V
di
i (t)(4.1)
for all i ∈ S.
In the stationary regime, using Theorem 2.1,
P{VcS >x} ≤ P{V
dj
j >x for all j ∈ S}
=
∏
j∈S
P{V
dj
j > x}
∼
∏
j∈S
(1− pj)
ρj
dj − ρj
P
{
A
r
j >
x
rj − dj
}
=
∏
j∈S
pj
rj − ρj
rj − ρj + c− rS
P
{
A
r
j >
x
rS − c
}
=KcSP
c
S(x). 
Corollary 4.1. Let S ⊆ I2. If c ∈ (rS − minj∈S{rj − ρj}, rS), and
Arj(·) ∈ S for all j ∈ S, then
P cS(x)≤ P{V
c
S > x}.K
c
SP
c
S(x).
Proof. The proof follows directly by combining Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2.

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Corollary 4.2. Let S ⊆ I2. If A
r
j(·) ∈ IR for all j ∈ S, then, for any
closed interval T ⊆ (rS −minj∈S{rj − ρj}, rS), there exist constants K
(1),
K(2) independent of c, such that for all c ∈ T ,
K(1)PS(x). P{V
c
S > x}.K
(2)PS(x),
with
PS(x) :=
∏
j∈S
P{Arj > x}.
Proof. The statement follows directly from Corollary 4.1 and the fact
that Arj(·) ∈ IR ⊂ S for all j ∈ S when observing that A
r
j(·) ∈ IR, j ∈ S
implies that
lim sup
x→∞
P c1S (x)
P c2S (x)
<∞,
if c1, c2 ∈ T . 
We now derive some general bounds for the total workload distribution
P{V>x} which will be crucial in establishing the reduced-load equivalence.
For any c ≥ 0, E ⊆ I , define ZcE(t) := sup0≤s≤t{c(t − s) − AE(s, t)}.
For c < ρE , let Z
c
E be a random variable with the limiting distribution of
ZcE(t) for t→∞. Let Ω⊆ 2
I2 be the collection of all minimally critical sets.
We first present a lower bound. The idea is as follows: VcEE being large
for some minimally critical set E ∈ Λ basically implies that V must be
large too, unless the other flows j /∈ E persist in below-average behavior.
Excluding such below-average behavior (reflected in large values of ZcI\E)
from the event {V> x} yields the following lower bound for P{V> x}.
Lemma 4.3. Let Λ⊆Ω. Then for any δ > 0 and y ≥ 0,
P{V> x} ≥
∑
E∈Λ
P{VcE+δE > x+ y}P{Z
ρI\E−δ
I\E ≤ y}
−
∑
E1,E2∈Λ,E1 6=E2
∏
j∈E1∪E2
P
{
V
ρj+δ
j > x
}
.
Proof. Sample-path wise,
V (t) = sup
0≤s≤t
{A(s, t)− (t− s)}
= sup
0≤s≤t
{AE(s, t) +AI\E(s, t)− (cE + δ)(t− s)
− (ρI\E − δ)(t− s)}
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≥ sup
0≤s≤t
{AE(s, t)− (cE + δ)(t− s)}
+ inf
0≤s≤t
{AI\E(s, t)− (ρI\E − δ)(t− s)}
= sup
0≤s≤t
{AE(s, t)− (cE + δ)(t− s)}
− sup
0≤s≤t
{(ρI\E − δ)(t− s)−AI\E(s, t)}
= V cE+δE (t)−Z
ρI\E−δ
I\E (t)
for all E ∈Λ.
In the stationary regime, for any δ > 0 and y ≥ 0, using the independence
of VcE+δE and Z
ρI\E−δ
I\E ,
P{V> x}
≥ P{VcE+δE −Z
ρI\E−δ
I\E > x for some E ∈ Λ}
≥ P{VcE+δE >x+ y,Z
ρI\E−δ
I\E ≤ y for some E ∈ Λ}
≥ P{VcE+δE >x+ y,Z
ρI\E−δ
I\E ≤ y for exactly one E ∈ Λ}(4.2)
=
∑
E∈Λ
P{VcE+δE >x+ y,Z
ρI\E−δ
I\E ≤ y}
−
∑
E1,E2∈Λ,E1 6=E2
P{V
cE1+δ
E1
>x+ y,Z
ρI\E1−δ
I\E1
≤ y,
V
cE2+δ
E2
> x+ y,Z
ρI\E2−δ
I\E2
≤ y}
≥
∑
E∈Λ
P{VcE+δE >x+ y}P{Z
ρI\E−δ
I\E ≤ y}
−
∑
E1,E2∈Λ,E1 6=E2
P{V
cE1+δ
E1
>x,V
cE2+δ
E2
>x}.
As in (4.1),
V cE+δE (t)≤ V
cE−rE\{i}+δ
i (t) + V
rE\{i}
E\{i} (t)
(4.3)
= V
cE−rE\{i}+δ
i (t)
for all i ∈E.
Note that cE − rE\{i} > ρi for all i ∈ E, E ∈ Λ, since E is minimally
critical.
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Hence,
V cE+δE (t)≤ V
ρi+δ
i (t)
for all i ∈E, E ∈ Λ.
Thus,
P{V
cE1+δ
E1
> x,V
cE2+δ
E2
> x}
≤ P{V
ρj+δ
j > x for all j ∈E1,V
ρj+δ
j > x for all j ∈E2}
(4.4)
= P{V
ρj+δ
j > x for all j ∈E1 ∪E2}
=
∏
j∈E1∪E2
P{V
ρj+δ
j > x}.
Substituting (4.4) into (4.2) completes the proof. 
We now provide a corresponding upper bound, which is somewhat more
involved. The idea is as follows: V being large essentially means that VcEE
must be large for some minimally critical set E ∈ Λ too, unless the other
flows j /∈ E exhibit above-average behavior. Extending the event {V > x}
with possible above-average behavior of the flows j /∈E (manifesting itself in
large values of V
ρI\E+δ
I\E ) leads to the following upper bound for P{V>x}.
Lemma 4.4. Let Λ⊆Ω. Then for any δ, ε > 0 sufficiently small and y,
P{V> x} ≤
∑
E∈Λ
P{VcE−δE > x− y}+P{V
ρI1+ε
I1
>x/N}
+
∑
E∈Λ
P{V
ρI\E+δ
I\E > y}
∏
j∈E
P{V
ρj+ε
j > x/N}
+
∑
E∈Ω\Λ
∏
j∈E
P{V
ρj+ε
j >x/N},
with N := |I| denoting the total number of flows.
Proof. As before, we divide the capacity to obtain the sample-path
upper bound
V (t)≤ V cE−δE (t) + V
ρI\E+δ
I\E (t)
for all E ∈Λ.
In addition, for ε > 0 sufficiently small, V (t)> x implies V
ρI1+ε
I1
(t)> x/N ,
or there exists a minimally critical set S ∈ Ω such that V
ρj+ε
j (t)> x/N for
all j ∈ S.
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This may be seen as follows: suppose that it were not the case, that
is, V
ρI1+ε
I1
(t) ≤ x/N , and for every minimally critical set S ∈ Ω there ex-
ists a j (depending on S) such that V
ρj+ε
j (t)≤ x/N . Then the set J (t) :=
{j ∈ I2 :V
ρj+ε
j (t)> x/N} does not contain any minimally critical set, hence
rJ (t) + ρI\J (t) < 1. This means that ρI\J (t) +N ε≤ 1− rJ (t) for ε > 0 suffi-
ciently small. Thus, noting that ρI\J (t) = ρI1 + ρI2\J (t),
V (t)≤ V
rJ (t)
J (t) (t) + V
1−rJ (t)
I\J (t) (t)
= V
1−rJ (t)
I\J (t) (t)
≤ V
ρI\J (t)+N ε
I\J (t) (t)
≤ V
ρI1+ε
I1
(t) +
∑
j∈I2\J (t)
V
ρj+ε
j (t)
≤ |I \ J (t)| x/N
≤ x,
contradicting the initial supposition.
In the stationary regime, for any δ, ε > 0 sufficiently small and y, using
independence
P{V> x}
≤ P{VcE−δE +V
ρI\E+δ
I\E > x for all E ∈ Λ,
V
ρI1+ε
I1
> x/N or V
ρj+ε
j >x/N for all j ∈ S for some S ∈Ω}
≤ P{VcE−δE >x− y or V
ρI\E+δ
I\E > y for all E ∈ Λ,
V
ρI1+ε
I1
> x/N or V
ρj+ε
j >x/N for all j ∈ S for some S ∈Ω}
≤
∑
E∈Λ
P{VcE−δE >x− y}+ P{V
ρI1+ε
I1
> x/N}
+
∑
S∈Ω
P{V
ρj+ε
j >x/N for all j ∈ S,V
ρI\E+δ
I\E > y for all E ∈Λ}
≤
∑
E∈Λ
P{VcE−δE >x− y}+ P{V
ρj+ε
j > x/N}
+
∑
E∈Λ
P{V
ρj+ε
j > x/N for all j ∈E,V
ρI\E+δ
I\E > y}
+
∑
E∈Ω\Λ
P{V
ρj+ε
j >x/N for all j ∈E}
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≤
∑
E∈Λ
P{VcE−δE >x− y}+ P{V
ρj+ε
j > x/N}
+
∑
E∈Λ
P{V
ρI\E+δ
I\E > y}
∏
j∈E
P{V
ρj+ε
j >x/N}
+
∑
E∈Ω\Λ
∏
j∈E
P{V
ρj+ε
j > x/N}.

4.2. Stationary workload representation. We now give a convenient rep-
resentation for the stationary workload VcE , with E ⊆ I2 an arbitrary set of
heavy-tailed On–Off flows. We start from the definition V cE(t) := sup0≤s≤t{AE(s, t)−
c(t− s)} [assuming V cE(0) = 0]. Since the process AE(·, ·) has stationary and
reversible increments, we have
sup
0≤s≤t
{AE(s, t)− c(t− s)}
d
= sup
0≤s≤t
{AE(0, s)− cs}.
In the sequel, we simply use the latter expression as the definition of V cE(t).
Accordingly, for c > ρE , the stationary workload as t→∞ may be repre-
sented as
V
c
E := sup
t≥0
{AE(0, t)− ct}.
Explicit constructions of Ai(0, t) (satisfying the stationarity condition) may
be found in [15, 19]. For completeness, we review the construction in [19],
which will be extensively used in Section 6.
Let {Aim,m≥ 0} be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables representing On
periods of flow i. Similarly, let {Uim,m ≥ 1} be Off periods. Define three
additional random variables Ari0, U
r
i0 and Bi such that A
r
i0
d
=Ari , U
r
i0
d
=Uri
and
P{Bi = 1}=
E{Ai1}
E{Ai1}+ E{Ui1}
= 1− P{Bi = 0}.
Note that Bi = 1 corresponds to flow i being On (in stationarity).
To obtain a stationary alternating renewal process, we define the delay
random variable Di0 by
Di0 =BiA
r
i0 + (1−Bi)(U
r
i0 +Ai0).
Then the delayed renewal sequence
{Zin, n≥ 0}=
{
Di0,Di0 +
n∑
m=1
(Uim +Aim), n≥ 1
}
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Next, we define the process {Ji(t), t≥ 0} as follows. Ji(t) is the indicator
of the event that flow i is On at time t. Formally, we have
Ji(t) =Bi1{t<Ari0} + (1−Bi)1{U
r
i0≤t<U
r
i0+Ai0}
+
∞∑
n=0
1{Zin+Ui,n+1≤t<Zi,n+1}.
The On–Off process {Ji(t), t ≥ 0} is strictly stationary; see [19], Theorem
2.1. The process {Ai(0, t), t≥ 0} is defined by
Ai(0, t) := ri
∫ t
0
Ji(u)du.
Finally, note that the number of elapsed Off periods during [0, t] which
started after time 0 is given by
NAi (t) := max{n :Zi,n−1+Uin ≤ t}.(4.5)
We conclude this section with the following useful lemma.
Lemma 4.5. Let S ⊆ I2. If Aj(·) ∈R for all j ∈ S and c ∈ (rS−minj∈S{rj−
ρj}, rS), then
lim
M→∞
lim sup
x→∞
P{supt≥Mx{AS(0, t)− (c− ε)t}> x}
P{VcS > x}
= 0,
for any ε ∈ [0, rS − c).
Proof. For t≥Mx, write
AS(0, t)− (c− ε)t
=AS(0,Mx)− (c− ε)Mx+AS(Mx, t)− (c− ε)(t−Mx),
and observe that AS(Mx, t)
d
= AS(0, t −Mx) since the process AS(0, t) is
stationary. Thus, for δ > 0 sufficiently small,
P
{
sup
t≥Mx
{AS(0, t)− (c− ε)t}> x
}
= P
{
sup
t≥Mx
{AS(0,Mx)− (c− ε)Mx
+AS(Mx, t)− (c− ε)(t−Mx)}> x
}
= P
{
AS(0,Mx)− (c− ε)Mx
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+ sup
t≥Mx
{AS(Mx, t)− (c− ε)(t−Mx)}> x
}
≤ P{AS(0,Mx)− (c− ε)Mx>−δ(c− ε)Mx}
+ P
{
sup
t≥Mx
{AS(0, t−Mx)− (c− ε)(t−Mx)}> (1 + δ(c− ε)M)x
}
= P{AS(0,Mx)> (1− δ)(c− ε)Mx}
+ P
{
sup
t≥Mx
{AS(0, t−Mx)− (c− ε)(t−Mx)}> (1 + δ(c− ε)M)x
}
≤ P
{
sup
t≥0
{AS(0, t)− (1− 2δ)(c− ε)t}> δ(c− ε)Mx
}
+ P
{
sup
t≥0
{AS(0, t)− (c− ε)t}> (1 + δ(c− ε)M)x
}
= P{V
(1−2δ)(c−ε)
S > δ(c− ε)Mx}+ P{V
c−ε
S > (1 + δ(c− ε)M)x}.
Using Corollary 4.2, for δ > 0 sufficiently small,
P{supt≥Mx{AS(0, t)− (c− ε)t}> x}
P{VcS >x}
≤
K(2)PS(δ(c− ε)Mx)
K(1)PS(x)
+
K(2)PS((1 + δ(c− ε)M)x)
K(1)PS(x)
.
Now let x→∞ and then M →∞ [use the fact that PS(·) is of regular varia-
tion].

5. Reduced-load equivalence. In this section we provide the proofs of the
various reduced-load equivalence results stated in Section 3. The proofs of
the complementing results for the reduced system are presented in Section 6.
Section 5.1 treats the case of several weakly dominant sets, culminating in a
proof of (3.4). See Theorem 5.1; this also gives the proof of the special case
in Theorem 3.1. In Section 5.2 we extend the results to the case of additional
instantaneous, heavy-tailed input.
5.1. Proof of (3.4). Recall that Υ denotes the collection of all weakly
dominant sets, and that Ω represents the collection of all minimally critical
sets.
Assumption 5.1. For any y and δ > 0,
F cS(δ) := lim infx→∞
P{Vc+δS > x+ y}
P{VcS > x}
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is independent of y. In addition, limδ↓0 F
c
S(δ) = 1.
Assumption 5.2. For any y and δ > 0,
GcS(δ) := limsup
x→∞
P{Vc−δS >x− y}
P{VcS >x}
is independent of y. In addition, limδ↓0G
c
S(δ) = 1.
Assumption 5.3. For any ε > 0,
lim
x→∞
P{V
ρI1+ε
I1
>x/N}
P{VcS > x}
= 0.
Assumption 5.4. For any ε > 0,
HcS(ε) := limsup
x→∞
∏
j∈S P{V
ρj+ε
j > x/N}
P{VcS >x}
<∞.
Assumption 5.5. For any pair of sets S ∈Υ, E ∈Ω \Υ, for any ε > 0,
lim
x→∞
∏
j∈E P{V
ρj+ε
j > x/N}
P{VcS > x}
= 0.
Theorem 5.1 (Generalized reduced-load equivalence; weakly dominant
sets). Suppose the sets S ∈ Λ satisfy Assumptions 5.1–5.5. Then
P{V>x} ∼
∑
S∈Λ
P{VcSS >x}.
Proof. As before, the proof consists of a lower bound and an upper
bound which asymptotically coincide. For compactness, denote Q(x) :=∑
S∈ΛP{V
cS
S > x}.
(Lower bound.) From Lemma 4.3, for any δ > 0 and y ≥ 0,
P{V> x} ≥
∑
S∈Λ
P{VcS+δS >x+ y}P{Z
ρI\S−δ
I\S ≤ y}
−
∑
S1,S2∈Λ,S1 6=S2
∏
j∈S1∪S2
P{V
ρj+ε
j >x/N}.
Note that if S1, S2 ∈Λ, S1 6= S2, then S1 ∪S2 cannot be a minimally critical
set, so that S1 ∪ S2 /∈ Λ.
Thus, using Assumptions 5.1 and 5.4, and the inequality∑
i ai∑
i bi
≥min
i
ai
bi
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for ai, bi > 0, we obtain
lim inf
x→∞
P{V> x}
Q(x)
≥ lim inf
x→∞
∑
S∈Λ
P{Z
ρI\S−δ
I\S ≤ y}
P{VcS+δS > x+ y}
Q(x)
−
∑
S1,S2∈Λ,S1 6=S2
lim sup
x→∞
∏
j∈S1∪S2 P{V
ρj+ε
j > x/N}
Q(x)
≥ lim inf
x→∞
min
S∈Λ
P{Z
ρI\S−δ
I\S ≤ y}
P{VcS+δS > x+ y}
P{VcSS >x}
≥min
S∈Λ
P{Z
ρI\S−δ
I\S ≤ y} lim infx→∞
P{VcS+δS >x+ y}
P{VcSS > x}
=min
S∈Λ
F cSS (δ)P{Z
ρI\S−δ
I\S ≤ y}.
Letting y→∞, then δ ↓ 0, we obtain
lim inf
x→∞
P{V>x}
Q(x)
≥ 1,
which completes the proof of the lower bound.
(Upper bound.) From Lemma 4.4, for any δ > 0 and y,
P{V>x} ≤
∑
S∈Λ
P{VcS−δS > x− y}+ P{V
ρI1+ε
I1
> x/N}
+
∑
S∈Λ
P{V
ρI\S+δ
I\S > y}
∏
j∈S
P{V
ρj+ε
j >x/N}
+
∑
E∈Ω\Λ
∏
j∈E
P{V
ρj+ε
j > x/N}.
Thus, using Assumptions 5.2–5.5, and the inequality∑
i ai∑
i bi
≤max
i
ai
bi
for ai, bi > 0,
P{V>x} ≤ lim sup
x→∞
∑
S∈Λ
P{VcS−δS > x− y}
Q(x)
+ limsup
x→∞
P{V
ρI1+ε
I1
>x/N}
Q(x)
+
∑
S∈Λ
P{V
ρI\S+δ
I\S > y} lim sup
x→∞
∏
j∈S P{V
ρj+ε
j > x/N}
Q(x)
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+
∑
E∈Ω\Λ
lim sup
x→∞
∏
j∈E P{V
ρj+ε
j >x/N}
Q(x)
≤ lim sup
x→∞
max
S∈Λ
P{VcS−δS >x− y}
P{VcSS > x}
+
∑
S∈Λ
P{V
ρI\S+δ
I\S > y} lim sup
x→∞
∏
j∈S P{V
ρj+ε
j > x/N}
P{VcSS > x}
≤max
S∈Λ
lim sup
x→∞
P{VcS−δS >x− y}
P{VcSS > x}
+
∑
S∈Λ
HS(ε)P{V
ρI\S+δ
I\S > y}
=max
S∈Λ
GcSS (δ) +
∑
S∈Λ
HS(ε)P{V
ρI\S+δ
I\S > y}.
Letting y→∞, then δ ↓ 0, we obtain
lim sup
x→∞
P{V> x}
Q(x)
≤ 1,
which completes the proof. 
In order to complete the proof of the reduced-load equivalence result (3.1),
it remains to be shown that a dominant set S∗ ⊆ I2 with Aj(·) ∈ R for
all j ∈ S∗ satisfies Assumptions 5.1–5.5. That is done in the following two
propositions for S = S∗.
Proposition 5.1. Let S ⊆ I2. If Aj(·) ∈R for all j ∈ S, then Assump-
tions 5.1 and 5.2 are satisfied for any c ∈ (rS −minj∈S{rj − ρj}, rS).
Proof. We first prove that Assumption 5.2 is satisfied. It follows from
Theorem 6.4 (see also Corollary 6.1; it is important to note here that results
from Section 6 do not rely on the results of this section) that if Aj(·) ∈ R
for all j ∈ S, then P{VcS > x} ∈ IR. Since IR⊂L, it suffices to prove that
the assumption is satisfied for y = 0.
Let ε ∈ [0, rS − c), and let δ ∈ (0, ε]. Then
P{Vc−δS >x}= P
{
sup
t≥0
{AS(0, t)− (c− δ)t}> x
}
≤ P
{
sup
t≤xδ−1/2
{AS(0, t)− (c− δ)t}> x
}
+ P
{
sup
t≥xδ−1/2
{AS(0, t)− (c− δ)t}> x
}
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≤ P
{
sup
t≤xδ−1/2
{AS(0, t)− ct}> (1− δ
1/2)x
}
+ P
{
sup
t≥xδ−1/2
{AS(0, t)− (c− ε)t}>x
}
.
Thus,
lim sup
x→∞
P{Vc−δS >x}
P{VcS >x}
≤ lim sup
x→∞
P{VcS > (1− δ
1/2)x}
P{VcS >x}
+ limsup
x→∞
P{supt≥xδ−1/2{AS(0, t)− (c− ε)t}> x}
P{VcS >x}
.
The fact that P{VcS > x} ∈ IR implies that the first term tends to 1 as δ ↓ 0,
while Lemma 4.5 (with M = δ−1/2) shows that the second term then goes
to 0.
The proof that Assumption 5.1 holds is similar, and therefore omitted.

Proposition 5.2. Let S ⊆ I2. If Aj(·) ∈R for all j ∈ S, then Assump-
tions 5.3 and 5.4 are satisfied for any c > ρS . If, in addition, S is a weakly
dominant set, then Assumption 5.5 is satisfied as well.
Proof. Using Lemma 4.1,
P{VcS > x} ≥
∏
j∈S
pjP
{
A
r
j >
x
rS − c
}
.
Assumption 5.3 then follows from combining Assumption 2.1 and the as-
sumption that Aj(·) ∈R for all j ∈ S.
Theorem 2.1 gives
P{V
ρj+ε
j > x/N}∼ (1− pj)
ρj
ε
P
{
A
r
j >
x/N
rj − ρj − ε
}
for all j ∈ I2.
Assumption 5.4 then follows from the assumption that Aj(·) ∈R for all
j ∈ S, and so does Assumption 5.5 in case S is a weakly dominant set. 
5.2. Additional instantaneous input. So far we have considered a sce-
nario with only fluid heavy-tailed input. We now extend the reduced-load
equivalence to the case with additional instantaneous, heavy-tailed input.
We thus allow for an additional subset of flows I3 ⊆ I which generate in-
stantaneous traffic bursts according to independent renewal processes. The
interarrival times between bursts of flow i are generally distributed with
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mean 1/λi. The burst sizes Bi have a heavy-tailed distribution Bi(·) with
mean βi <∞. Thus the traffic intensity of flow i is ρi := λiβi.
For each flow i ∈ I3, we assume that the burst size distribution is regularly
varying of index −νi, that is, Bi(·) ∈R−νi for some νi > 1. The next result
which is due to [32] then gives the tail behavior of the workload distribution
for a single flow i ∈ I3 served in isolation.
Theorem 5.2. If Bri (·) ∈ S , ρi < c, then
P{Vci > x} ∼
ρi
c− ρi
P{Bri > x}.(5.1)
In order to formulate the results, we need to extend the concept of dominance
introduced in Section 3. A flow i ∈ I3 is said to (weakly) dominate a flow
j ∈ I3 if νi < (≤)νj . A flow i ∈ I3 is said to (weakly) dominate a critical set
S ⊆ I2 if νi− 1< (≤)
∑
j∈S(νj − 1). A critical set S ⊆ I2 is said to (weakly)
dominate a flow i ∈ I3 if νi − 1> (≥)
∑
j∈S(νj − 1).
A flow i ∈ I3 is called (weakly) dominant if it (weakly) dominates all other
flows j ∈ I3 as well as all critical sets S ⊆ I2. A critical set S ⊆ I2 is called
(weakly) dominant if it (weakly) dominates any other critical set U ⊆ I2 as
well as all flows j ∈ I3.
Theorem 5.3. Let K ⊆ I3 and Υ ⊆ 2
I2 be the collection of all weakly
dominant flows and all weakly dominant sets, respectively. If Bi(·) ∈R for
all i ∈K, and Aj(·) ∈R for all j ∈ S, S ∈Υ, then
P{V> x} ∼
∑
i∈K
P{Vcii > x}+
∑
S∈Υ
P{VcSS > x},(5.2)
with P{Vcii > x} and P{V
cS
S >x} as in (5.1) and (3.2), (3.3), respectively.
The proof of the above theorem is similar to that of Theorem 5.1 after a
few modifications to Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4.
It may be worth mentioning that Theorem 5.3 continues to hold under
the condition Bri (·) ∈ S for all i ∈K, provided there are no weakly dominant
sets of On–Off flows (the concept of dominance may be extended to subex-
ponential distributions in a straightforward way). In particular, when there
are simply no On–Off flows at all, one obtains the extension of Theorem 5.2
to the single-server queue fed by a superposition of renewal processes (which
is not a renewal process). This result was obtained as Theorem 4.1 in [4],
using a different approach.
Theorem 5.3 also provides an extension of a recent result in [11], who
study anM/G/1 queue with two different speeds of service using an analytic
approach. A queue with two service speeds fits into our framework by the
observation that the varying service capacity can be regulated by an On–Off
source.
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6. Tail asymptotics for the reduced system. In this section we derive
the tail asymptotics for the reduced system. In particular, we give a proof
of (3.2) and (3.3).
For notational convenience, let c be the capacity of the reduced system,
let the set of flows be indexed as J = {1, . . . ,N}, and denote r := rJ and
A(0, t) :=AJ (0, t). By definition, the reduced system satisfies the following
two properties:
(i) The On period distribution of flow i is regularly varying of index−νi <−1,
that is, Ai(·) ∈R−νi .
(ii) All flows must be On for the drift of the workload process to be
positive, that is, c ∈ (r−mini=1,...,N{ri − ρi}, r).
We now state our main theorem.
Theorem 6.1. Consider a queue of capacity c fed by N On–Off flows.
If c ∈ (r −mini=1,...,N{ri − ρi}, r) with r =
∑N
i=1 ri, and Aj(·) ∈ R for all
j = 1, . . . ,N , then
P{Vc >x} ∼
(
N∏
j=1
pj
) ∑
J0⊆{1,...,N}
PJ0(x),
where PJ0(x) is given by (with J1 = {1, . . . ,N} \ J0)
PJ0(x) =
1∏
i∈J1 E{Ai}
×
∫
yi∈(0,∞),i∈J1
∏
i∈J1
P
{
(r− c)Ai >
∑
j∈J1
yj(rj − ρj)− (r− c)yi + x
}
(6.1)
×
∏
i∈J0
P
{
(r− c)Ari >
∑
j∈J1
yj(rj − ρj) + x
} ∏
i∈J1
dyi.
An asymptotic characterization of PJ0(x) which may be useful for further
analysis is provided in Section 6.4. This characterization also shows that
P{Vc > x} and PJ0(x) are regularly varying, and gives an expression for the
pre-factor in the asymptotic expansion of P{Vc >x}.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows. Detailed heuristic
arguments are given in Section 6.1. In Section 6.2, we prove some preliminary
results on the most probable behavior of the process {A(0, t)−ct}. The proof
of Theorem 6.1 is then completed in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 deals with the
asymptotic behavior of PJ0(x).
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6.1. Heuristic arguments. The proof of Theorem 6.1 is quite lengthy.
Nevertheless, it is based on a simple intuitive argument: the most likely way
for Vc ≡ supt≥0{A(0, t) − ct} to reach a large value is that all flows have
been simultaneously On for a long time. Specifically, each flow is likely to
contribute through exactly one “long” On period; apart from these long On
periods, the flows show typical behavior.
The above heuristic argument may be used for computing supt≥0{A(0, t)−
ct}. Let us say that the long On period of flow i begins at time si and ends
at time si + ti. Define
t∗ := min
i=1,...,N
{si + ti}
as the time epoch at which the first of the long On periods finishes. One
may also interpret t∗ as the time epoch at which the process {A(0, t)− ct}
reaches its largest value. Note that Ai(0, si)≈ ρisi, Ai(si, si+ ti) = riti, and
Ai(si + ti, si + ti + t) ≈ ρit, t ≥ 0. One thus obtains, using the fact that
c ∈ (r−mini=1,...,N{ri − ρi}, r),
sup
t≥0
{A(0, t)− ct} ≈A(0, t∗)− ct∗
≈
N∑
i=1
[ρisi+ ri(t
∗ − si)]− ct
∗(6.2)
=
N∑
i=1
(ρi − ri)si + (r− c)t
∗.
The problem is thus reduced to calculating
P
{
N∑
i=1
(ρi − ri)si + (r− c) min
i=1,...,N
{si + ti}>x
}
.(6.3)
Although the proof is based on the representation Vc ≡ supt≥0{A(0, t)−
ct}, it is useful to keep the original workload process sup0≤s≤t{A(s, t) −
c(t− s)} in mind as well. Figure 1 shows a typical scenario leading to a large
workload level (so small fluctuations are ignored) in the case of two On–Off
flows.
At a certain time ω0, the first long On period begins. Before that time,
both flows show average behavior. The queue starts to build (at rate r1 +
r2 − c) at time ω1 when the second long On period begins, and reaches its
largest level at time ω3. Level x is crossed at time ω2.
Between times ω3 and ω4, the queue drains at rate c− r1 − ρ2: flow 1 is
still in the middle of its long On period, and flow 2 shows average behavior
(remember small fluctuations are neglected). The process is still above level x
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Fig. 1. Typical overflow scenario for two On–Off flows.
between times ω4 and ω5. However, here both flows show average behavior
again, causing a negative drift c− ρ1 − ρ2.
The figure illustrates why the analysis of the reduced system is still quite
complicated:
(i) Although the long On periods must significantly overlap, the differ-
ence between the finishing times of these On periods can be quite large (of
order x, hence not negligible).
(ii) Given that the observed workload is larger than x, it is not necessarily
the case that all flows are in the middle of their long On periods. In Figure 1,
this is only the case in the time interval (ω2, ω3). In fact, for any given flow,
its long On period may have finished a long time ago. Consequently, there
are 2N different possibilities (corresponding to which subsets of the flows
are still in the middle of their long On periods). Sample-path wise, there are
N + 1 different time intervals in which the workload may be larger than x
(depending on how many of the flows are still in the middle of their long On
periods).
(iii) Specifically, given that the observed workload is larger than x, it may
still have been even larger at an earlier time epoch. In Figure 1, this is the
case in the time intervals (ω3, ω4) and (ω4, ω5).
These complications do not arise if one considers a related problem, which
concerns the overflow probability in a fluid queue with a finite buffer of
size x. As is shown in [23], the analysis of the reduced system is then consid-
erably simpler. It suffices to use bounds which are similar to Lemmas 4.1 and
4.2, and to combine these with the asymptotic results for a single On–Off
flow in [21, 40].
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6.2. Characterization of most probable behavior. In this section we prove
some preliminary results characterizing the most probable behavior of the
process {A(0, t)− ct} given that it reaches a large value. In particular, we
formalize the following two heuristic statements, resulting in a formal version
of (6.2).
(i) Each flow contributes to supt≥0{A(0, t) − ct} through exactly one
“long” On period.
(ii) Apart from these long On periods, the flows show typical behavior.
An On period is referred to as “long” when larger than εx, with ε some
small but positive constant. In order to formalize the above statements, we
need to keep track of how many such long On periods occur.
With that in mind, we define Ni(A,B), for intervals A,B ⊆ [0,∞), as the
number of On periods of flow i of which the length is contained in A and
which overlap (in time) with B. For compactness, denote
Ni(u, t)≡Ni((u,∞), [0, t]).
We now proceed with a few preparatory lemmas.
First we show how to obtain an upper bound for the workload process
in terms of a simple random walk. As in (4.1), we have V c(t) ≤ V dii (t)
for all i = 1, . . . ,N , with di := c − rI\{i} = c− r + ri. Recall that V
di
i (t)
d
=
sup0≤s≤t{Ai(0, s) − dis}. Now let, for fixed i, Sin = Xi1 + · · · +Xin be a
random walk with step sizes Xim = (ri − di)Aim − diUim, with Aim and
Uim i.i.d. random variables distributed as the On and Off periods of flow i,
respectively.
Since c ∈ (r−mini=1,...,N{ri − ρi}, r), we have ρi < di for all i= 1, . . . ,N ,
so that E{Xi1}< 0, that is, the random walk has negative drift. Because of
the sawtooth nature of the process Ai(0, s)− dis, we have
sup
0≤s≤t
{Ai(0, s)− dis} ≤ (ri − di)(BiA
r
i0 + (1−Bi)Ai0) + sup
n≤NAi (t)
Sin,
with NAi (t) denoting the number of Off periods of flow i elapsed during [0, t]
which started after time 0 [for a formal definition see (4.5)].
The above observations are summarized in the following auxiliary lemma.
Lemma 6.1. For all ε > 0, t and x,
P{V c(t)>x,Ni(εx, t) = 0}
≤ P
{
sup
n≤NAi (t)
Sin > x(1− ε(ri − di)),Ni(εx, t) = 0
}
.
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Proof. We have
P{V c(t)>x,Ni(εx, t) = 0}
≤ P{V dii (t)> x,Ni(εx, t) = 0}
≤ P
{
(ri − di)(BiA
r
i0 + (1−Bi)Ai0)
+ sup
n≤NAi (t)
Sin >x,Ni(εx, t) = 0
}
≤ P
{
sup
n≤NAi (t)
Sin > x(1− ε(ri − di)),Ni(εx, t) = 0
}
.
The last inequality follows from the fact that Ari0 and Ai0 must be smaller
than εx if Ni(εx, t) = 0. 
To obtain upper bounds for probabilities as in Lemma 6.1, we will fre-
quently apply the following key lemma, which is a trivial modification of
Lemma 3 in [34].
Lemma 6.2. Let Sn =X1 + · · ·+Xn be a random walk with i.i.d. step
sizes such that E{X1} < 0 and E{(X
+
1 )
p} <∞ for some p > 1. Then, for
any β <∞, there exists an ε∗ > 0 and a function φ(·) ∈R−β such that, for
ε ∈ (0, ε∗],
P{Sn > x |Xj ≤ εx, j = 1, . . . , n} ≤ φ(x),
for all n and all x.
Note that if Xj can be represented as the difference of two nonnegative
independent random variables X1j and X
2
j , then the lemma remains valid if
the Xj ’s are replaced by X
1
j .
The final preparatory lemma is a simple consequence of Corollary 4.2,
which will be used several times in combination with Lemma 6.2 that prob-
abilities of certain events are of o(P{Vc > x}). Define
P (x) :=
N∏
j=1
P{Arj >x} ∈R−µ, µ :=
N∑
j=1
(νj − 1).
Lemma 6.3.
lim sup
x→∞
P (x)
P{Vc >x}
<∞.
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We now show that, with overwhelming probability (as x→∞), the rare
event {Vc >x} occurs as follows:
(i) The process {A(0, t) − ct} reaches level x before time Mx for some
large M .
(ii) Up to time Mx, each flow generates exactly one long On period, that
is, Ni(εx, t) = 1 for i= 1, . . . ,N .
Proposition 6.1.
lim
M→∞
lim inf
x→∞
P{V c(Mx)> x}
P{Vc > x}
= 1.
Proof. By definition,
P{Vc >x}= P
{
sup
t≥0
{A(0, t)− ct}> x
}
≤ P
{
sup
0≤t≤Mx
{A(0, t)− ct}> x
}
+ P
{
sup
t≥Mx
{A(0, t)− ct}> x
}
= P{V c(Mx)> x}+ P
{
sup
t≥Mx
{A(0, t)− ct}> x
}
.
Thus, it suffices to show
lim
M→∞
lim sup
x→∞
P{supt≥Mx{A(0, t)− ct}> x}
P{Vc >x}
= 0,
which, however, follows directly from Lemma 4.5. 
Now suppose that the workload reaches level x. By the previous propo-
sition, we may assume that this occurs before time Mx (for M sufficiently
large). The next two propositions show that we may restrict the attention
to a scenario where each flow initiates exactly one long On period before
time Mx.
The first proposition indicates that each flow has at least one long On
period.
Proposition 6.2. For all i and all M , there exists an ε∗ > 0 such that,
for all ε ∈ (0, ε∗],
P{V c(Mx)> x,Ni(εx,Mx) = 0}= o(P{V
c > x}),
as x→∞.
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Proof. Define NUi (t) := max{n :
∑n
j=1Uij ≤ t}+1. Note that N
A
i (t)≤
NUi (t).
Using Lemma 6.1, taking t=Mx,
P{Vc(Mx)> x,Ni(εx,Mx) = 0}
≤ P
{
sup
n≤NAi (Mx)
Sin > x(1− ε(ri − di)),Ni(εx,Mx) = 0
}
≤ P
{
sup
n≤NAi (Mx)
Sin > x(1− ε(ri − di)) |Ni(εx,Mx) = 0
}
= P
{
sup
n≤NAi (Mx)
Sin > x(1− ε(ri − di)) |Aij < εx,
j = 1, . . . ,NAi (Mx)
}
= P
{
sup
n≤NAi (Mx)
Sin > x(1− ε(ri − di)) |Aij < εx, j ≥ 1
}
≤ P
{
sup
n≤NUi (Mx)
Sin >x(1− ε(ri − di)) |Aij < εx, j ≥ 1
}
= P
{
sup
n≤NUi (Mx)
Sin >x(1− ε(ri − di)) |Aij < εx,
j = 1, . . . ,NUi (Mx)
}
≤ P
{
sup
n≤M2x
Sin >x(1− ε(ri − di)) |Aij < εx, j ≥ 1
}
+ P{NUi (Mx)>M2x}.
The second term decays exponentially fast in x if M2 > λiM . The first term
can be bounded by
M2x∑
m=1
P{Sim > x(1− ε(ri − di)) |Aij ≤ εx, j = 1, . . . ,m}.
According to Lemma 6.2, there exists an ε∗ > 0 and a function φ(·) ∈R−β
with β > µ+1, such that, for ε ∈ (0, ε∗], the last quantity is upper bounded
by M2xφ(x). The latter function is regularly varying of index 1− β < −µ.
Invoking Lemma 6.3 then completes the proof. 
The next proposition shows that each flow has at most one long On period.
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Proposition 6.3. For all i, all M and all ε > 0,
P{V c(Mx)> x,Ni(εx,Mx)≥ 2}= o(P{V
c > x}),
as x→∞.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may take i= 1. By Proposition 6.2
it suffices to show that
P{V c(Mx)> x,N1(εx,Mx)≥ 2,Ni(εx,Mx)≥ 1, i≥ 2}= o(P{V
c > x}).
Note that the left-hand side is bounded by
P{N1(εx,Mx)≥ 2}
N∏
i=2
P{Ni(εx,Mx)≥ 1}.
Thus, invoking Lemma 6.3, it suffices to show that:
(i) P{Ni(εx,Mx)≥ 1} is bounded by a function which is regularly vary-
ing of index 1− νi.
(ii) P{Ni(εx,Mx)≥ 2}= o(P{Ni(εx,Mx)≥ 1}).
We will prove both assertions for i= 1. For assertion (i), note that
P{N1(εx,Mx)≥ 1}
≤ p1P{A
r
1 ≥ εx}+ P{#{j ∈ {1, . . . ,N
U
1 (Mx)} :A1j ≥ εx} ≥ 1}.
The first term is in R1−ν1 . By conditioning upon N
U
1 (Mx), the second term
can be bounded by E{NU1 (Mx)}P{A1 ≥ εx}, which is also regularly varying
of index 1− ν1. To prove assertion (ii), note that
P{N1(εx,Mx)≥ 2}
≤ p1P{A
r
1 ≥ εx}P{N1((εx,∞), (0,Mx])≥ 1}
+ P{N1((εx,∞), (0,Mx])≥ 2}.
Using P{N1((εx,∞), (0,Mx]) ≥ 1} ≤ P{N1(εx,Mx) ≥ 1} and assertion (i),
it follows that the first term is of o(P{N1(εx,Mx) ≥ 1}). To bound the
second term, condition (again) on NU1 (Mx). This yields
P{N1((εx,∞), (0,Mx))≥ 2} ≤ E{N
U
1 (Mx)
2}P{A1 ≥ εx}
2.
Finally, note that E{NU1 (Mx)
2} is quadratic in x for x→∞. 
We have now shown that, with overwhelming probability, each flow con-
tributes to a large value of supt≥0{A(0, t) − ct} through exactly one long
On period. We thus proceed with the second statement (as indicated at the
beginning of this section), implying that apart from these long On periods,
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the flows show typical behavior. In order to formalize that statement, we
need to introduce some notation. Define
τ(y) := inf{t≥ 0 :A(0, t)− ct= y}
as the first time at which the process {A(0, t)− ct} reaches level y.
For fixed ε > 0 and x, let τs,i(εx) and τf,i(εx) be the respective starting
and finishing times of the first On period of flow i exceeding length εx.
Denote
τs(εx) := max
i=1,...,N
τs,i(εx)
and
τf (εx) := min
i=1,...,N
τf,i(εx).
Note that all flows are in the middle of their long On periods between
times τs(εx) and τf (εx). We will show that the fluctuations of the process
{A(0, t)− ct} away from the mean before time τs(εx) and after time τf (εx)
can be neglected.
More formally, the next two propositions show that, given that the work-
load reaches level x before time Mx, there exists for any small δ > 0 an εδ
such that, for all ε ∈ (0, εδ),
τs(εx)≤ τ(δx)< τ((1− δ)x)≤ τf (εx).
Thus, the workload remains small up to time τs(εx), and reaches a level
close to x before time τf (εx), as depicted in Figure 2.
The first proposition indicates that it is most unlikely that the process
{A(0, t)− ct} reaches level δx before time τs(εx).
Proposition 6.4. For any δ > 0, there exists an ε∗ > 0 such that, for
all ε ∈ (0, ε∗],
P{τ(δx)< τs(εx)}= o(P{V
c > x}).
Proof. For compactness, denote τs ≡ τs(εx), τs,i ≡ τs,i(εx). Then
P{τ(δx)< τs}= P{V
c(τs)> δx} ≤
N∑
i=1
P{V c(τs,i)> δx}.
We bound each term in the last summation.
Define Ni(εx) :=N
A
i (τ
−
s,i) as the number of On periods initiated by flow i
before the first On period exceeding length εx. Note that Ni(εx) + 1 is
geometrically distributed with parameter P{Ai > εx}.
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Fig. 2. Typical path to overflow.
Using Lemma 6.1, taking t= τs,i,
P{V c(τs,i)> δx}
= P{V c(τs,i)> δx,Ni((εx,∞), [0, τs,i)) = 0}
≤ P
{
sup
n≤Ni(εx)
Sn >x(δ− ε(ri − di)),Aij ≤ εx, j = 1, . . . ,Ni(εx)
}
≤
∞∑
m=1
P{Ni(εx) =m}
× P
{
sup
n≤m
Sn > x(δ − ε(ri − di)),Aij ≤ εx, j = 1, . . . ,m
}
≤
∞∑
m=1
P{Ni(εx) =m}
× P
{
sup
n≤m
Sn > x(δ − ε(ri − di)) |Aij ≤ εx, j = 1, . . . ,m
}
.
According to Lemma 6.2, there exists an ε∗ > 0 and a function φ(·) ∈R−β
with β > 2ν+1, such that, for ε ∈ (0, ε∗), the last quantity is upper bounded
by
E{Ni(εx)}φ(x) =
φ(x)P{Ai ≤ εx}
P{Ai > εx}
,
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which is regularly varying of index νi − β < µ+1− (2µ+1) =−µ.
Invoking Lemma 6.3 then completes the proof. 
The next proposition shows that, given that the process {A(0, t) − ct}
reaches level x before time Mx, most probably level (1 − δ)x is crossed
before time τf (εx).
Proposition 6.5. For any δ > 0 and M <∞, there exists an ε∗ > 0
such that, for all ε ∈ (0, ε∗),
P{τ((1− δ)x)> τf (εx), V
c(Mx)>x}= o(P{Vc > x}).
Proof. For conciseness, denote τf ≡ τf (εx), τf,i ≡ τf,i(εx). By Propo-
sitions 6.2 and 6.3, it suffices to show that
P{τ((1− δ)x)> τf , V
c(Mx)> x,Ni(εx,Mx) = 1 for all i= 1, . . . ,N}
= o(P{Vc > x}).
Note that
P{τ((1− δ)x)> τf , V
c(Mx)> x,Ni(εx,Mx) = 1 for all i= 1, . . . ,N}
= P{V c(τf )> (1− δ)x,V
c(Mx)> x,
Ni(εx,Mx) = 1 for all i= 1, . . . ,N}
≤
N∑
i=1
P{V c(τf,i)> (1− δ)x,V
c(Mx)>x,Ni(εx,Mx) = 1}.
As before, we bound each term in the last summation:
P{V c(τf,i)> (1− δ)x,V
c(Mx)>x,Ni(εx,Mx) = 1}
≤ P
{
sup
0≤t≤τf,i
{A(0, t)− ct}< (1− δ)x, sup
0≤t≤Mx
{A(0, t)− ct}>x,
Ni((εx,∞), (τf,i,Mx]) = 0
}
≤ P
{
sup
τf,i≤t≤Mx
{A(τf,i, t)− c(t− τf,i)}> δx,
Ni((εx,∞), (τf,i,Mx]) = 0
}
≤ P
{
sup
τf,i≤t≤Mx
{Ai(τf,i, t)− di(t− τf,i)}> δx,
Ni((εx,∞), (τf,i,Mx]) = 0
}
.
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The first inequality follows from the definitions. The second inequality fol-
lows from properties of the sup operator, and the last inequality is obtained
by assuming that all flows but i are On between times τf,i and Mx.
Note that the last probability is upper bounded by
P
{
sup
Ni(εx)+2≤n≤NAi (Mx)
Sn −SNi(εx)+1 > δx,
Aj ≤ εx,Ni(εx) + 2≤ j ≤N
A
i (Mx)
}
.
The latter probability can be upper bounded by a function which is regularly
varying of index −β <−µ in a similar fashion as in the proof of Propositions
6.2 and 6.4.
The proof is complete by invoking Lemma 6.3. 
Propositions 6.4 and 6.5 may be used to obtain the following result.
Corollary 6.1. If Aj(·) ∈ R for all j = 1, . . . ,N , then P{V
c > x} ∈
IR.
The above result suffices to prove the reduced-load equivalence. (See Sec-
tion 5, in particular Proposition 5.1, for the details.) However, determining
the exact asymptotic behavior of P{Vc > x} requires further analysis, to
be found in Sections 6.3 and 6.4. In particular, the analysis in Section 6.4
will lead to a sharper version of Corollary 6.1, showing that P{Vc >x} ∈R
(which is a strict subset of IR).
Nevertheless, we sketch a direct proof of Corollary 6.1 which we believe
is of independent interest. For the formal proof details we refer to [41].
Sketch of proof of Corollary 6.1. The idea of the proof is as
follows. If Vc > x, then Propositions 6.4 and 6.5 show that the process
{A(0, t)− ct} reaches the level (1− δ)x after all flows have been On for at
least (1−2δ)xr−c time units. Since Aj(·) ∈R⊂ IR for all j = 1, . . . ,N , with high
probability, all flows remain On for at least 2δxr−c more time units. This yields
lim
δ↓0
lim inf
x→∞
P{Vc > (1 + δ)x |Vc > x}= 1,
implying the desired statement (by definition). 
6.3. Proof of Theorem 6.1. In this section we give a proof of Theorem 6.1.
First we consolidate the key results from the previous section in the following
theorem.
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Theorem 6.2. For any δ > 0, there exists an ε∗ > 0 such that, for all
ε ∈ (0, ε∗),
P{A(0, τf (εx))− cτf (εx)>x} ≤ P{V
c > x}
. P{A(0, τf (εx))− cτf (εx)> (1− δ)x}.
Proof. The lower bound is trivial. The upper bound follows from Propo-
sitions 6.1, 6.4 and 6.5. 
In order to obtain tight bounds for the probabilities in Theorem 6.2, we
condition upon τs,i for all i. Hence, for any J0 ⊆J , define the event DJ0(εx)
by
DJ0(εx) := {τs,i(εx) = 0 for all i ∈ J0; τs,i(εx)> 0 for all i /∈ J0}.
The event DJ0(εx) implies that the flows i ∈ J0 started their long On period
before time 0 (remember that we consider the system in stationarity). The
flows i ∈ J1 start their long On period at a later time epoch.
Denote PJ0{·}= P{· |DJ0(εx)}. The following two lemmas will be useful
for providing tight upper and lower bounds for the probabilities in Theo-
rem 6.2.
Lemma 6.4 (Upper bound). For any δ > 0, there exists an εδ > 0 such
that, for all ε ∈ (0, εδ),
PJ0{A(0, τf (εx))− cτf (εx)> (1− δ)x}
∏
i∈J0
P{Ari > εx}
. PJ0((1− δ)x)
∏
i∈J1
pi,
with PJ0((1− δ)x) as in (6.1).
Lemma 6.5 (Lower bound). There exists an ε > 0 such that
PJ0{A(0, τf (εx))− cτf (εx)>x}
∏
i∈J0
P{Ari > εx}
. PJ0(x)
∏
i∈J1
pi,
with PJ0(x) as in (6.1).
The proofs of these lemmas are quite technical, and are deferred to Ap-
pendices A and B. A brief sketch of the proofs is given at the end of this
section.
We now have gathered all the ingredients for the proof of Theorem 6.1.
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Proof of Theorem 6.1. The lower bound in Theorem 6.2 may be
written as
P{A(0, τf (εx))− cτf (εx)> x}
=
∑
J0⊆{1,...,N}
PJ0{A(0, τf (εx))− cτf (εx)> x}P{DJ0(εx)}.
Note that
P{DJ0(εx)} ∼
∏
i∈J0
piP{A
r
i > εx}.
Using Lemma 6.5, we then obtain
P{A(0, τf (εx))− cτf (εx)> x}
&
(
N∏
j=1
pj
) ∑
J0⊆{1,...,N}
PJ0(x).
Similarly, using Lemma 6.4,
PJ0{A(0, τf (εx))− cτf (εx)> (1− δ)x}
.
(
N∏
j=1
pj
) ∑
J0⊆{1,...,N}
PJ0((1− δ)x).
Theorem 6.2 then gives(
N∏
j=1
pj
) ∑
J0⊆{1,...,N}
PJ0(x)
. P{Vc > x}
.
(
N∏
j=1
pj
) ∑
J0⊆{1,...,N}
PJ0((1− δ)x),
which implies Theorem 6.1, since PJ0(x) ∈ R as will be shown in Theo-
rem 6.3.

In preparation for the proofs of Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5, we give a convenient
representation for A(0, τf )− cτf under the event DJ0(εx).
Lemma 6.6. Under the event DJ0(εx), A(0, τf )− cτf can be represented
as
A(0, τf )− cτf
=min
{
min
i∈J0
Fi,min
i∈J1
Gi
}
,
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where J1 = J \ J0. The random variables Fi and Gi are given by
Fi = (r− c)A¯
r
i (εx)
−
∑
k∈J1
rk
[
BkA
r
k(εx) + (1−Bk)[Ak(εx) +U
r
k] +
Nk(εx)∑
j=1
Ukj
]
,
Gi = (r− c)A¯i(εx)
+ (r− c)
[
BiA
r
i (εx) + (1−Bi)Ai(εx) +
Ni(εx)∑
j=1
Aij(εx)
]
− di
[
(1−Bi)U
r
i +
Ni(εx)∑
j=1
Uij
]
−
∑
k∈J1\{i}
rk
[
(1−Bk)U
r
k +
Nk(εx)∑
j=1
Ukj
]
.
Here A¯i(εx) =Ai|Ai > εx, A¯
r
i (εx) =A
r
i |A
r
i > εx, Aij(εx)
d
=Aij |Aij ≤ εx
and Ari (εx)
d
=Ari |A
r
i ≤ εx.
Proof. Under the event DJ0(εx), the random variables τs,i, i ∈ J1, can
be represented as
τs,i =BiA
r
i (εx) + (1−Bi)[U
r
i +Ai(εx)] +
Ni(εx)∑
j=1
[Uij +Aij(εx)], i ∈ J1.
Combined with the identities
Ai(0, τs,i) = ri
[
BiA
r
i (εx) + (1−Bi)Ai(εx) +
Ni(εx)∑
j=1
Aij(εx)
]
,
τf =min
{
min
i∈J0
A¯
r
i (εx),min
i∈J1
{A¯i(εx) + τs,i}
}
,
Ai(τs,i, τf ) = ri(τf − τs,i),
the representation for A(0, τf )− cτf then easily follows. 
We now give a brief sketch of the proofs of Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5. Both rely
on the above representation for A(0, τf )− cτf in terms of the variables Fi
and Gi. The proofs of the lemmas have a similar structure.
(i) The expressions for Fi and Gi are quite complicated, so an attempt
to obtain the exact joint distribution does not seem promising. Therefore,
the first step is to show that all random variables Aij(εx) and Uij can be
replaced by their means.
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(ii) The above point indicates that Fi and Gi may be approximated as
follows:
Fi ≈ (r− c)A¯
r
i (εx) +
∑
k∈J1
rkE{Uk}Nk(εx),
Gi ≈ (r− c)A¯i(εx) + [(r− c)E{Ai} − diE{Ui}]Ni(εx)
−
∑
k∈J1\{i}
rkE{Uk}Nk(εx).
It will be useful to keep these approximations in mind. The formulas in
Appendixes A and B look much more cumbersome by the appearance of
many additional but small constants.
(iii) The only random variables appearing in the above expressions are
A¯i(εx), B
r
i (εx) and Ni(εx), of which the distributions are known. What
thus remains is a straightforward computation.
The first point causes the most technical difficulties. It requires a separate
treatment in the proofs of Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5. Details may be found in the
Appendices.
6.4. Asymptotic behavior of PJ0(x) and P{V
c > x}. In this section we
give an asymptotic characterization of PJ0(x), which may be useful for fur-
ther analysis. In particular, we establish that PJ0(x) and P{V
c > x} are
both regularly varying.
Assume that J0 is a proper subset of J , observing
PJ (x) =
∏
i∈J
P
{
A
r
i >
x
r− c
}
.
For every set J0, define the |J1|-vector g by
g :=
(
rj − ρj
r− c
)
j∈J1
.
Let G be a (square) matrix with identical rows g, and let G¯ :=G− I , with
I the identity matrix of dimension |J1|.
It can easily be shown that G¯ is invertible; denote its inverse by H .
A straightforward computation yields H = 1ge−1G − I , with e = (1, . . . ,1),
which implies that gH = 1ge−1g. A further straightforward computation shows
|G¯|= eg − 1.
Define y = (yi)J1 and dy =
∏
i∈J1 dyi. Then we may write
PJ0(x) =
1∏
i∈J1 E{Ai}
×
∫
y≥0
∏
i∈J1
P
{
Ai > (G¯y)i +
x
r− c
} ∏
i∈J0
P
{
A
r
i > gy +
x
r− c
}
dy.
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If we integrate w.r.t. z := G¯y (note that G¯ is a positive matrix), then we
obtain [defining AJ1 = (A
r
i )i∈J1 ]
PJ0(x) =
1
|G¯|
∏
i∈J1 E{Ai}
×
∫
z≥0
∏
i∈J1
P
{
Ai > zi +
x
r− c
} ∏
i∈J0
P
{
A
r
i > gHz +
x
r− c
}
dz
=
1
eg − 1
∫
z≥0
∏
i∈J0
P
{
A
r
i >
1
eg− 1
gz +
x
r− c
} ∏
i∈J1
dP
{
A
r
i ≤ zi +
x
r− c
}
=
1
eg − 1
P
{
A
r
i ≥
x
r− c
, i ∈ J ;
A
r
k −
x
r− c
≥
1
eg − 1
g
(
A
r
J1 − e
x
r− c
)
, k ∈ J1
}
.
We conclude that PJ0(x) can be written (up to a constant) as the probability
that (Ari )i∈J belongs to a certain set. We now show that PJ0(x) is regularly
varying of index −µ [recall that µ=
∑N
i=1(νi− 1)]. If Ai is regularly varying
of index −νi <−1, then it is well known and elementary to show that
P
{
A
r
i − γx
x
> y |Ari > γx
}
→
(
1 +
y
γ
)1−νi
,
as x→∞. Let Zi be a random variable with the above limiting distribu-
tion, with γ = 1r−c such that the Zi, i ∈ J1, are independent. The above
computations are summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 6.3.
PJ0(x)∼ κJ0
N∏
i=1
P
{
A
r
i >
x
r− c
}
,
with κJ = 1 and
κJ0 =
1
eg− 1
P
{
Zi ≥
1
eg− 1
gZJ1 , i ∈ J0
}
if J0 is a proper subset of J . In particular, PJ0(x) is regularly varying of
index −µ.
Combining Theorems 6.1 and 6.3, we obtain:
Theorem 6.4.
P{Vc >x} ∼ κ
N∏
i=1
piP
{
A
r
i >
x
r− c
}
,
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with
κ=
∑
J0⊆{1,...,N}
κJ0 .
In particular, P{Vc > x} is regularly varying of index −µ.
The above theorem is used in proving the reduced-load equivalence (see
Section 5), and may be potentially useful for computational purposes.
In particular, in the case of two On–Off flows, the computation of κ is as
difficult as the computation of κ1 and κ2. Using the probabilistic interpre-
tation of these constants readily leads to an integral expression, which can
be solved explicitly when both ν1 and ν2 are integer-valued. We omit the
details.
7. K heterogeneous classes: proofs. In this section we provide the proofs
of the results in Section 3.5 for the case with K heterogeneous classes of On–
Off flows. In particular, we present a proof of Theorem 3.3.
We start with the regime where we first let x→∞ and then n→∞. For
every n we have, using Theorem 3.2,
lim
x→∞
P{V(n) > nx}
logx
=−µ(n),
with µ(n) denoting the optimal value of the criterion function of the associ-
ated knapsack problem. It thus remains to be shown that
lim
n→∞
µ(n)
nµ
= 1.(7.1)
First observe that the optimal value of the continuous relaxation of the
knapsack problem is nµ, yielding a lower bound for µ(n). On the other hand,
the continuous relaxation may be used to construct a feasible solution of the
knapsack problem. Take (use the notation of Section 3.5) qk = nk = nak for
k < l, qk = nk = 0 for k > l, and ql = |nl|+1. This is a feasible solution with
a value at most nµ+ γl, giving an upper bound for µ
(n). In conclusion, we
have
nµ≤ µ(n) ≤ nµ+ γl,
from which (7.1) directly follows.
We now turn to the regime where we first let n→∞ and then x→∞
(i.e., the many-sources regime). Define the “decay rate”
I(x) :=− lim
n→∞
1
n
logP{V(n) >nx}.
It needs to be shown that I(x)∼ µ logx as x→∞.
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The above decay rate equals (8, page 300)
I(x) = inf
t≥0
sup
θ
(
θ(x+ t)−
K∑
k=1
ak logE{e
θAk(t)}
)
,
with Ak(t) := Ak(0, t) representing the amount of traffic generated by a
single class-k flow in a time interval of length t in steady state. Replacing θ
by θ(log t)/t, we obtain an alternative variational problem,
inf
t≥0
log t · Jt
(
x
t
+ 1
)
(7.2)
where Jt(x) := sup
θ
(
θx−
K∑
k=1
ak
logE{eθ(log t)Ak(t)/t}
log t
)
,
for x ∈ (0,
∑K
k=1 akrk). The latter variational problem allows direct asymp-
totic analysis (x→∞) as in [29], which yields Theorem 7.1.
First, however, we state an auxiliary lemma. Recall that σk =
∑k−1
m=1 amrm+∑K
m=k amρm, and that the K classes are indexed in nondecreasing order of
the ratios γk = (νk − 1)/(rk − ρk).
Lemma 7.1. For θ ≥ 0,
lim
t→∞
logE{eθ(log t)Ak(t)/t}
log t
=max{θρk, θrk − νk + 1},
so that the cumulant function of the superposition is piecewise linear :
K∑
k=1
ak lim
t→∞
logE{eθ(log t)Ak(t)/t}
log t
=
K∑
k=1
akmax{θρk, θrk − νk +1}.
Further,
lim
t→∞
Jt(x) = γl(x)x−
l(x)−1∑
k=1
ak(γl(x)rk − νk + 1)−
K∑
k=l(x)
akγl(x)ρk,(7.3)
for x ∈ (0,
∑K
k=1 akrk), where l(x) is such that x ∈ (σl(x)−1, σl(x)).
The function limt→∞ Jt(·) is increasing.
The proof of the above lemma is analogous to that of Theorem 3.6 and
Lemma 3.7 of [29].
Theorem 7.1 (Large-buffer asymptotics).
lim
x→∞
I(x)
logx
= µ,
with µ=
∑l−1
k=1 ak(νk − 1) + (1− σl−1)γl and l := l(1).
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Proof. The proof consists of deriving an upper bound and a lower
bound which asymptotically coincide.
(Upper bound.) Using the representation (7.2),
lim sup
x→∞
I(x)
logx
= limsup
x→∞
inf
t>0
log t
logx
Jt
(
x
t
+1
)
.
Substituting t= x/s, s ∈ (0,
∑K
k=1 akrk − 1), to obtain an upper bound, and
using (7.3),
lim sup
x→∞
inf
t>0
log t
logx
Jt
(
x
t
+ 1
)
≤ lim sup
x→∞
log(x/s)
logx
Jx/s(s+1)
≤ lim sup
x→∞
log(x/s)
logx
lim sup
x→∞
Jx/s(s+1)
≤ lim sup
x→∞
Jx/s(s+1)
= γl(s+1)(s+1)
−
l(s+1)−1∑
k=1
(akγl(s+1)rk − νk + 1)−
K∑
k=l(s+1)
akγl(s+1)ρk.
The above inequality holds for any s ∈ (0,
∑K
k=1 akrk − 1). According to
Lemma 7.1, the last term is increasing in s+ 1. Letting s ↓ 0 to obtain the
sharpest possible upper bound, we obtain
lim sup
x→∞
I(x)
logx
≤ γl −
l−1∑
k=1
ak(γlrk − νk +1)−
K∑
k=l
akγlρk = µ.
(Lower bound.) Using the representation (7.2), and taking θ = γl, we
obtain the lower bound
I(x) = inf
t≥0
log t · sup
θ
(
θ
(
x
t
+ 1
)
−
K∑
k=1
ak
logE{eθ(log t)Ak(t)/t}
log t
)
≥ inf
t≥0
log t ·
(
γl
(
x
t
+ 1
)
−
K∑
k=1
ak
logE{eγl(log t)Ak(t)/t}
log t
)
.
The optimizing value of t in the above variational problem is at least linear
in x, for large x. Formally, there exists a d such that the above infimum need
be taken only over t > dx, for large x. This may be proven analogously to
case (iii) of [14], page 258. Thus,
I(x)≥ inf
t>dx
log t ·
(
γl
(
x
t
+1
)
−
K∑
k=1
ak
logE{eγl(log t)Ak(t)/t}
log t
)
.
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Using (7.3), we find that for any ε > 0, and x large enough, we have, for all
t > dx,
K∑
k=1
ak
logE{eγl log tAk(t)/t}
log t
≤ (1 + ε)
K∑
k=1
akmax{γlρk, γlrk − νk +1}.
Thus,
lim inf
x→∞
I(x)
logx
≥ lim inf
x→∞
inf
t>dx
log t
logx
(
γl
(
x
t
+1
)
− (1 + ε)
K∑
k=1
akmax{γlρk, γlrk − νk +1}
)
≥ lim inf
x→∞
inf
t>dx
log t
logx
inf
t>dx
(
γl
(
x
t
+1
)
− (1 + ε)
K∑
k=1
akmax{γlρk, γlrk − νk + 1}
)
≥ γl − (1 + ε)
K∑
k=1
akmax{γlρk, γlrk − νk +1}.
Letting ε ↓ 0, we obtain
lim inf
x→∞
I(x)
logx
≥ γl −
K∑
k=1
akmax{γlρk, γlrk − νk + 1}
= γl −
K∑
k=1
ak(γlρk +max{0, γl(rk − ρk)− νk +1})
= γl −
K∑
k=1
ak(γlρk +max{0, (γl − γk)(rk − ρk)})
= γl −
l−1∑
k=1
ak(γlrk − νk +1)−
K∑
k=l
akγlρk
= µ. 
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As shown above, Theorem 3.3 implies that the limits x→∞ and n→∞
commute, as long as one considers “rough” (i.e., logarithmic) asymptotics.
However, in case of “more refined” asymptotics, the limits do not necessarily
commute. This may be seen as follows. Consider the case of n homogeneous
On–Off flows with Pareto(ν) distributed On periods. In [28], it is proven
that
lim
x→∞
lim
n→∞
1
n
logP{V(n) > nx}+ (ν − 1)
(
c− ρ
r− ρ
)
log(x logx) =H,
for some constant H ∈ (0,∞). Now reverse the limits. Denote by kn the
number of flows sending at peak rate in the reduced-load approximation (in
the notation of Section 3.4, we have kn =N
∗):
kn :=
⌈
nc− nρ
r− ρ
⌉
.
Now with Theorem 3.1, we have, for any finite n and x→∞,
P{V(n) > nx} ∼ f(n)x−(ν−1)kn ,
for some function f(·). Hence,
lim
x→∞
1
n
logP{V(n) >nx}+ (ν − 1)
(
c− ρ
r− ρ
)
log(x logx)
= log f(n) + lim
x→∞
(ν − 1)
(
kn
n
−
c− ρ
r− ρ
)
logx− (ν − 1)
c− ρ
r− ρ
log logx.
Since this limit does not exist in R, we conclude that the limits do not
necessarily commute.
8. Concluding remarks. We have characterized the asymptotic behavior
of the workload distribution in a fluid queue fed by multiple heavy-tailed
On–Off flows. The results extend previous work, like the bounds derived
in [15], and the exact asymptotics in [9, 22] which rely on strong peak-rate
conditions. As a by-product, the proofs lead to several important insights
like the extension of the reduced-load equivalence established in [1] (see
Section 5), and a detailed understanding of the typical overflow behavior
(see Section 6). In the analysis, we excluded the case where the drift may
be zero during the path to overflow (see Section 3.1 for a brief discussion),
which appears particularly interesting from a theoretical perspective.
There are several other interesting topics for further research. We expect
that the methodology of Section 6 is also suitable to study other similar
problems, such as fluid queues with M/G/∞ input, multiserver queues, and
Generalized Processor Sharing queues. A further avenue for research is the
extension of the results to the case of On–Off flows with more general subex-
ponential On periods, for example, Weibull. Partial results in [1] indicate
that the typical overflow behavior may then actually be quite different.
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APPENDIX A
Proof of Lemma 6.4.
Lemma 6.4 (Upper bound). For any δ > 0, there exists an εδ > 0 such
that, for all ε ∈ (0, εδ),
PJ0{A(0, τf (εx))− cτf (εx)> (1− δ)x}
∏
i∈J0
P{Ari > εx}
. PJ0((1− δ)x)
∏
i∈J1
pi,
with PJ0((1− δ)x) as in (6.1).
Proof. As mentioned earlier, the first step is to replace all random
variables Aij and Uij by their means. Let δ¯ and δ˜ be two |J1|-vectors, of
which the elements are positive but arbitrarily small. Note that, for fixed
J0,
Fi ≤ (r− c)A¯
r
i (εx)−
∑
k∈J1
rkNk(εx)[E{Uk} − δ¯k]
+
∑
k∈J1
rk
Nk(εx)∑
j=1
[E{Uk} − δ¯k −Ukj],
Gi ≤ (r− c)A¯i(εx) + (r− c)εx+ (r− c)Ni(εx)[E{Ai}+ δ˜i]
+ (r− c)
Ni(εx)∑
j=1
[Aij(εx)−E{Ai} − δ˜i]− diNi(εx)[E{Ui} − δ˜i]
+ di
Ni(εx)∑
j=1
[E{Ui} − δ˜i −Uij ]
∑
k∈J1\{i}
rkNk(εx)[E{Uk} − δ¯k]
+
∑
k∈J1\{i}
rk
Nk(εx)∑
j=1
[E{Uk} − δ¯k −Ukj].
Define the event E1(γ, δ¯, δ˜, ε, x) by{Ni(εx)∑
j=1
[E{Ui} −min{δ¯i, δ˜i} −Uij]≤ γx/(2r), i ∈ J1
}
∪
{Ni(εx)∑
j=1
[Aij(εx)−E{Ai} −min{δ¯i, δ˜i}]
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≤ γx/(2r)− (r− c)εx, i ∈ J1
}
.
A straightforward application of Lemma 6.2 (analogously to the proofs of
Propositions 6.2, 6.4 and 6.5) shows that, for any γ, δ¯, δ˜ > 0, there exists an
ε∗ > 0 such that, for all ε ∈ (0, ε∗],
PJ0{E1(γ, δ¯, δ˜, ε, x)
c}= o(P (x)),(A.1)
as x→∞ with P (x) =
∏N
j=1P{A
r
j > x}, as defined earlier.
From (A.1) and Lemma 6.6, we conclude that, using the upper bounds
for Fi and Gi,
PJ0{A(0, τf )− cτf > (1− δ)x}
= PJ0{A(0, τf )− cτf > (1− δ)x;E1(γ, δ¯, δ˜, ε, x)
c}
+ PJ0{A(0, τf )− cτf > (1− δ)x;E1(γ, δ¯, δ˜, ε, x)}
≤ P
{
(r− c)A¯ri (εx)
−
∑
k∈J1
rkNk(εx)[E{Uk} − δ¯k]> (1− γ − δ)x, i ∈ J0;
(r− c)A¯i(εx) + (r− c)Ni(εx)[E{Ai}+ δ˜i]
− diNi(εx)[E{Ui} − δ˜i]
−
∑
k∈J1\{i}
rkNk(εx)[E{Uk} − δ¯k]> (1− γ − δ)x, i ∈ J1
}
+ o(P (x)).
The last probability equals [condition on Ni(εx), i ∈ J1]
∑
ni≥1,i∈J1
(∏
i∈J1
P{Ni(εx) = ni}
)
× P
{
(r− c)A¯ri (εx)
−
∑
k∈J1
rk[E{Uk} − δ¯k]nk > (1− γ − δ)x, i ∈ J0;
(r− c)A¯i(εx) + (r− c)[E{Ai}+ δ˜i]ni
− di[E{Ui} − δ˜i]ni
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−
∑
k∈J1\{i}
rk[E{Uk} − δ¯k]nk > (1− γ − δ)x, i ∈ J1
}
.
Deconditioning upon A¯i and A¯
r
i (i.e., dividing by
∏
i∈J0 P{A
r
i > εx}
∏
i∈J1 P{Ai >
εx}), and noting that P{Ni(εx) = ni} ≤ P{Ai > εx}, we obtain that
PJ0{A(0, τf )− cτf > (1− δ)x}
×
∏
i∈J0
P{Ari > εx}
is upper bounded by [up to o(P (x))]
∑
ni≥0,i∈J1
(∏
i∈J0
P
{
(r− c)Ari > (1− γ − δ)x
+
∑
k∈J1
rk[E{Uk} − δ¯k]nk
})
×
∏
i∈J1
P
{
(r− c)Ai > (1− γ − δ)x
+ [diE{Ui} − (r− c)E{Ai} − riδ˜i]ni
+
∑
k∈J1\{i}
rk[E{Uk} − δ¯k]nk
}
.
It is important to note that this expression is independent of ε.
Since all probabilities appearing in the right-hand side are decreasing
functions of ni (for δ¯ and δ˜ small enough), the latter term is bounded by
[with y := (yi)i∈J1 and dy :=
∏
i∈J1 dyi]∫
y≥0
P
{
(r− c)Ari > (1− γ − δ)x+
∑
k∈J1
rk[E{Uk} − δ¯k]yk
}
×
∏
i∈J1
P
{
(r− c)Ai > (1− γ − δ)x
(A.2)
+ [diE{Ui} − (r− c)E{Ai} − riδ˜i]yi
+
∑
k∈J1\{i}
rk[E{Uk} − δ¯k]yk
}
dy.
We will rewrite this expression in terms of PJ0(x). Apply the change of
variables zi := yi/(E{Ai}+E{Ui}). Redefine δ¯i := δ¯i/(E{Ai}+E{Ui}) and
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similarly δ˜i := δ˜i/(E{Ai}+ E{Ui}). Note that
1
E{Ai}+E{Ui}
=
pi
E{Ai}
and ri
E{Ui}
E{Ai}+ E{Ui}
= ri(1− pi) = ri − ρi.
Then we obtain that (A.2) equals(∏
i∈J1
pi
E{Ai}
)
×
∫
z≥0
∏
i∈J0
P
{
(r− c)Ari > (1− γ − δ)x+
∑
k∈J1
(rk − ρk − δ¯k)zk
}
×
∏
i∈J1
P
{
(r− c)Ai > (1− γ − δ)x+ (di − ρi − δ˜i)zi
+
∑
k∈J1\{i}
(rk − ρk − δ¯k)zk
}
dz.
If we take δ˜i =
di−ρi
ri−ρi
δ¯i and integrate w.r.t. zi
ri−ρi−δ¯i
ri−ρi
, then we obtain(∏
i∈J1
ri − ρi
ri − ρi − δ¯i
pi
E{Ai}
)
×
∫
z≥0
∏
i∈J0
P
{
(r− c)Ari > (1− γ − δ)x+
∑
k∈J1
(rk − ρk)zk
}
×
∏
i∈J1
P
{
(r− c)Ai > (1− γ − δ)x
+ (di − ρi)zi +
∑
k∈J1\{i}
(rk − ρk)zk
}
dz
=
∏
i∈J1
pi
ri − ρi
ri− ρi − δ¯i
PJ0((1− γ − δ)x).
Together with the fact that PJ0(·) is regularly varying (see below), this
completes the proof of the upper bound after dividing by PJ0(x), letting
x→∞, and noting that δ, δ¯ and γ may be chosen arbitrarily small. 
APPENDIX B
Lemma 6.5 (Lower bound). There exists an ε > 0 such that
PJ0{A(0, τf (εx))− cτf (εx)>x}
∏
i∈J0
P{Ari > εx}& PJ0(x)
∏
i∈J1
pi,
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with PJ0(x) as in (6.1).
Proof. As in Appendix A, the first step is to replace the random vari-
ables Ai(εx) and Ui by their means. Adding and subtracting appropriate
means, it is easy to see that, for fixed J0,
Fi = (r− c)A¯
r
i (εx)−
∑
k∈J1
rkNk(εx)[E{Uk}+ δ¯k]
+
∑
k∈J1
rk
Nk(εx)∑
j=1
[E{Uk} −Ukj + δ¯k]
−
∑
k∈J1
rk[BkA
r
k(εx) + (1−Bk)(Ak(εx) +U
r
k)],
Gi = (r− c)A¯i(εx) + (r− c)[BiA
r
i (εx) + (1−Bi)Ai(εx)]
− di(1−Bi)U
r
i −
∑
k∈J1\{i}
rk(1−Bk)U
r
k
+ (r− c)
Ni(εx)∑
j=1
[Aij(εx)−E{Ai}+ δ˜i]
+ (r− c)Ni(εx)[E{Ai} − δ˜i]
− diNi(εx)[E{Ui}+ δ˜i]
+ di
Ni(εx)∑
j=1
[E{Ui} −Uij + δ˜i]
−
∑
k∈J1\{i}
rkNk(εx)[E{Uk}+ δ¯k]
+
∑
k∈J1\{i}
rk
Nk(εx)∑
j=1
[E{Uk} −Ukj + δ¯k].
Define the event E2(γ, δ¯, δ˜, ε, x) by
{Ni(εx)∑
j=1
[E{Ui} −Uij +min{δ¯i, δ˜i}]≥−γx/(3r), i ∈ J1
}
∪
{Ni(εx)∑
j=1
[Aij(εx)−E{Ai}+min{δ¯i, δ˜i}]≥−γx/(3r), i ∈ J1
}
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∪
{∑
k∈J1
[BkA
r
k(εx) + (1−Bk)(Ak(εx) +U
r
k)]≤ γx/(3r)
}
.
We have the lower bound
PJ0{A(0, τf )− cτf > x}
= PJ0{Fi >x, i ∈ J0;Gi > x, i ∈ J1}
≥ P{Fi > x, i ∈ J0;Gi > x, i ∈ J1;E2(γ, δ¯, δ˜, ε, x)}
≥ P
{
(r− c)A¯ri (εx)−
∑
k∈J1
rkNk(εx)[E{Uk}+ δ¯k]> (1 + γ)x, i ∈ J0;
(r− c)A¯i(εx) + (r− c)Ni(εx)[E{Ai} − δ˜i]− diNi(εx)[E{Ui}+ δ˜i]
−
∑
k∈J1\{i}
rkNk(εx)[E{Uk}+ δ¯k]> (1 + γ)x, i ∈ J1;E2(γ, δ¯, δ˜, ε, x)
}
.
This probability is lower bounded by, for any L [condition on Ni(εx)],∑
0≤ni≤Lx,i∈J1
P{E2(γ, δ¯, δ˜, ε, x) |Ni(εx) = ni, i ∈ J1}
×
∏
i∈J1
P{Ni(εx) = ni}
× P
{
(r− c)A¯ri (εx)(B.1)
−
∑
k∈J1
rkNk(εx)[E{Uk}+ δ¯k]> (1 + γ)x, i ∈ J1;
(r− c)A¯i(εx) + (r− c)Ni(εx)[E{Ai} − δ˜i]
− diNi(εx)[E{Ui}+ δ˜i]
−
∑
k∈J1\{i}
rkNk(εx)[E{Uk}+ δ¯k]> (1 + γ)x,
i ∈ J1 |Ni(εx) = ni, i ∈ J1
}
.
Before proceeding, we first state a useful lemma (a proof is given at the end
of this section). 
Lemma B.1. For all ε, γ, δ¯, δ˜ > 0,
P{E2(γ, δ¯, δ˜, ε, x) |Ni(εx) = ni, i ∈ J1}→ 1,(B.2)
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as x→∞ uniformly in ni ≥ 0, i ∈ J1, and
P{Ni(εx) = ni}
P{Ai > εx}
→ 1(B.3)
for all i ∈ J1 as x→∞ uniformly in 0≤ ni ≤ Lx.
Equations (B.2) and (B.3) imply that, for any L<∞ and η > 0, one can
lower bound (B.1) for x large enough by
(1− η)
∑
ni≤Lx,i∈J1
PJ0
{
(r− c)A¯ri (εx)
−
∑
k∈J1
rknk[E{Uk}+ δk]n > (1 + γ)x, i ∈ J0;
(r− c)A¯i(εx) + (r− c)ni[E{Ai} − δ˜i]
− dini[E{Ui}+ δ˜i]
−
∑
k∈J1\{i}
rknk[E{Uk}+ δ¯k]> (1 + γ)x,
i ∈ J1 |Ni(εx) = ni, i ∈ J1
}
×
∏
i∈J1
P{Ai > εx}.
As before, deconditioning upon A¯i and A¯
r
i and applying a similar change
of variables as in Appendix A, we obtain the lower bound
(1− η)
( ∏
i∈J1
pi
E{Ai}
)
×
∫
1≤yi≤Lx,i∈J1
∏
i∈J0
P
{
(r− c)Ari > (1 + γ)x+
∑
k∈J1
(rk − ρk + δ¯k)yk
}
×
∏
i∈J1
P
{
(r− c)Ai > (1 + γ)x+ (di − ρi + δ˜i)yi
+
∑
k∈J1\{i}
(rk − ρk + δ¯k)yk
}
dy.
Now write
(1− η)
∫
1≤yi≤Lx,i∈J1
· · ·= (1− η)
∫
yi≥0,i∈J1
· · · − (1− η)
∫
{1≤yi≤Lx,i∈J1}c
· · ·
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(the complement taken with respect to the nonnegative orthant). The first
term in the right-hand side can be handled as in the proof of the upper
bound (the only difference is the factor 1+ γ instead of 1− γ− δ). The next
lemma shows that the second term can be neglected.
Lemma B.2.
lim
L→∞
lim sup
x→∞
1
P (x)
∫
{1≤yi≤Lx,i∈J1}c
∏
i∈J0
P
{
(r− c)Ari > (1 + γ)x
+
∑
k∈J1
(rk − ρk + δ¯k)yk
}
×
∏
i∈J1
P
{
(r− c)Ai > (1 + γ)x+ (di − ρi + δ˜i)yi
+
∑
k∈J1\{i}
(rk − ρk + δ¯k)yk
}
dy
= 0.
Proof. The integral over the regions in which at least one yi is smaller
than 1 is easily shown to be of o(P (x)), so we concentrate on the set {0≤ yi ≤
Lx,
i ∈ J1}
c. The integral∫
{0≤yi≤Lx,i∈J1}c
∏
i∈J0
P
{
(r− c)Ari > (1 + γ)x+
∑
k∈J1
(rk − ρk + δ¯k)yk
}
×
∏
i∈J1
P
{
(r− c)Ai > (1 + γ)x+ (di − ρi + δ˜i)yi
+
∑
k∈J1\{i}
(rk − ρk + δ¯k)yk
}
dy
is bounded from above by( ∏
i∈J0
P{(r− c)Ari > (1 + γ)x}
)
×
∑
j∈J1
∫
yj≥Lx,yi≥0,i∈J1,i 6=j
∏
i∈J1
P
{
(r− c)Ai
> (1 + γ)x+ (di − ρi + δ˜i)yi
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+
∑
k∈J1\{i}
(rk − ρk + δ¯k)yk, i ∈ J1
}
dy.
Observing that the integrals can be separated, we obtain the upper bound
O
( ∏
i∈J0
P{Ari > x}
) ∑
j∈J1
O(P{Arj >Lx})
∏
i∈J1,i 6=j
O
( ∏
i∈J0
P{Ari >x}
)
=O(P (x))
∑
j∈J1
P{Arj >Lx}
P{Arj >x}
.
The result then follows immediately. 
Proof of Lemma B.1. Equation (B.2) follows immediately from the
following result. Let Sn =X1 + · · ·+Xn be a random walk with i.i.d. step
sizes with E{X1}< 0. Then
limsup
x→∞
sup
n≥1
P{Sn > x} ≤ lim
x→∞
P
{
sup
n≥1
Sn > x
}
= 0,
since supn≥1Sn is a proper random variable. Apply this result with Xj =
Uij −E{Ui} −min{δ¯i, δ˜i} and Xj = E{Ai} −Aij(εx)−min{δ¯i, δ˜i}.
In order to prove (B.3), note that, for ni ≤ Lx,
P{Ni(εx) = ni}
P{Ai > εx}
= P{Ai ≤ εx}
ni ≤ P{Ai ≤ εx}
Lx =
(
1−
o(1)
x
)Lx
→ 1,
as x→∞. The last equality holds because Ai has finite mean. 
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